






TRIGUN SHARMA
Founder & CEO

AHMAD JAMAL SIDDIQUI

(Recognized by Govt. of India in areas of
Skill Building, Mental Wellness and Youth Development)

This is to certify that

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP

He performed his tasks diligently and we wish him all the best for

future endeavours

has successfully completed the internship at LeaderShaala from

JULY 9, 2020 to AUGUST 9, 2020

as

Campus Ambassador



Hi, Ajeet Vikram Shukla

Date- 2019-08-28

Sub: Internship LOI Customer Acquisition for Jubilant

Congratulations!!

On behalf of Awign Enterprises Pvt. Ltd. (AEPL), I am pleased to extend to you this offer of in the Awign
Internship Program (“AIP”), reporting directly to me. The duration of your participation in the AIP shall be 1
(one) week. Under the AIP, we intend to provide you with the experience and skill sets that you wish to
gain exposure to and will attempt to provide you, to the extent possible, with the tasks and roles of your
choice under the AIP that may help you gain the desired experience, provided that you adhere to the terms
and conditions applicable to the AIP, including the disqualification criteria and blacklist rules specified
herein.

Terms of Rewards and Remuneration

1. Incentives Structure:
a. INR 10 per interested call (converted call) - A Successfully interested call refers to talking with
the influencer, pitching them the entire proposition and confirming a meeting with them to onboard
onto the Jubilant’s Achievers’ Club (Minimum INR 10)
b. INR 5 per connected call - A successfully connected call refers to talking with  the
influencer and pitching them the entire proposition

Disqualification Criteria

To PREVENT disqualification, you need to satisfy the criteria as given below:

1. You need to do AT LEAST 30 interested calls in a day.
We encourage you to highly overachieve the criteria given above, but you would be straightaway

disqualified if you don’t satisfy these basic parameters. You will no longer remain eligible for the
certificate and your stipend will cut by half if you get disqualified.

Blacklist Rules

If we find any of the following, you'll be disqualified from the internship and blacklisted from all future
internships. Criteria:

1. Misbehaving on call.

2. Not following the pitch.

Upon blacklisting you will not be eligible for the certificate and the stipend.

General Guidelines

During Your employment participation in the AIP, shall be governed by and you will be bound by the
terms provided in this AIP participation offer (“AIP Participation Offer”) and also the terms mentioned
under the Awign Internship Program: Terms and Conditions, annexed thereto as Annexure A.you may have
access to trade secrets belonging to the AEPL. If you accept this offer you must keep all of this information
strictly confidential, and refrain from disclosing it to anyone outside the Company.

Regards

Annexure - A

Awign Internship Program: Terms and Conditions  

1. Agreement: This Awign Internship Program – Terms and Conditions (“Agreement”) between Awign
Enterprises Private Limited, a private limited company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
(“Company”) and the participant mentioned in the AIP Participation Offer (“Project Participant”)
governs and provides the terms and conditions in relation to the Project Participant’s participation in the
Awign Internship Program (“AIP”).

2. Obligations of the Project Participant: The Project Participant shall: (a) undertake, provide and
complete such tasks, assignments, works, and other services as are identified in AIP Participation Offer;
(b) ensure that upon completion of tasks, assignments, works and other services identified under the AIP
Participation Offer, all the materials related to the same, including content, records, notes, designs,
presentations, word/ excel document and other written or printed materials or materials in any



electronic media or in other media whatsoever (“Works”), are returned to the Company for its records
and possession.

3. Rights of the Company: The Project Participant hereby agrees that the Company has the sole and
exclusive right: (a) over all the Works as ‘work for hire’, all of which at all stages of development shall be
the sole and exclusive property of the Company; (b) to amend, modify, alter this Agreement at any time
with prior notice to the Project Participant; and (c) to approach any other project participant for the
tasks, assignments, works and other services to be rendered under the AIP Participation Offer.  

4. Intellectual Property: Any and all Works developed in connection with this Agreement (and
associated intellectual property rights) will at all times and at all stages of development be and remain
the sole and exclusive property of the Company. All Works shall belong exclusively to the Company and
shall be considered a work made for hire for Company within the applicable laws. The Project Participant
hereby assigns and transfers to the Company any and all right, title, or interest, including moral rights,
the Project Participant may have in the Works, including any copyrights or other intellectual property
rights pertaining thereto on a worldwide basis in perpetuity. To the extent that moral rights cannot be
assigned under applicable law, the Project Participant hereby waives and agrees not to enforce any and
all moral rights, including, without limitation, any limitation on subsequent modification. Upon a written
request made by the Company, the Project Participant shall sign all documents, deeds or declarations
necessary to confirm or perfect the exclusive ownership of the Company in the Works.

5. Payment: Payment shall be made by the Company to Project Participant subject to payment terms as
set forth in AIP Participation Offer.

6. Representations and Warranties: The Project Participant hereby represents and warrants that the
following representations and warranties are true, correct, accurate and not misleading as on the date
hereof and shall remain true, correct, accurate and not misleading during the term of this Agreement:
(a) Project Participant has no obligations, legal or otherwise, inconsistent with the terms of this
Agreement nor does the performance of the obligations under and adherence of the terms and
conditions of this Agreement by the Project Participant violate any applicable laws, or any proprietary or
other right of any third party; (b) Project Participant will not use in the performance of the
responsibilities and obligations under this Agreement, any third party confidential information or trade
secrets or material, services, creations or any other third party intellectual property, unless such use has
been expressly permitted and authorised by such third party and such permission shall be obtained by
the Project Participant for and on behalf of the Company and legally transferred thereto; (c) Project
Participant has full power, authority and legal                      
7. right to execute, deliver and perform all its obligations under this Agreement, and (d) this Agreement
constitutes valid and legally binding obligations of the Project Participant, enforceable in accordance
with its terms.  

8. Termination: The Company reserves the right to discontinue the AIP at any time at its sole discretion.
In case of breach of any provision, representation, covenant or obligation in this Agreement by the
Project Participant, the Company may, at its sole discretion, terminate this Agreement with immediate
effect by providing a written notice (including email) in this regard. Any provision of this Agreement,
which imposes an obligation after termination or expiration of this Agreement, including provisions in
relation to indemnification and confidentiality, or which by its very nature should survive such
termination or expiration, shall so survive.

9. Indemnification: The Project Participant hereby expressly agrees to indemnify, defend and hold the
Company and its officers, directors, agents, employees, consultants, representatives or affiliates,
harmless against any loss or claim, penalties, causes of action, damages, expenses, liability of
whatsoever nature arising out of or related to: (i) misrepresentation, (ii) default, (iii) misconduct, (iv)
failure to perform its obligations or breach of representations, warranties, obligations and covenants
related to or under this Agreement, (v) infringement of intellectual property rights, copyright/ trademark
violation of the Company or any third party rights for or in relation to performing the obligation under
this Agreement, and (vi) any and all claims that Project Participant is not an independent contractor.

10. Relationship: This Agreement is entered into and executed by the Parties solely on a principal-to
principal basis. The Project Participant is an independent contractor, and nothing in this Agreement will
be construed as making either Party a partner, joint venture, employer-employee, agent or fiduciary of
the other or to create any other form of legal association that would impose liability on one Party for the
act or failure to act of the other or provide either Party the right to create any duty or obligation of the
other. The Project Participant shall not represent himself or herself as or claim to be an employee of the
Company.

11. Non-Solicitation: During the term of this Agreement and for a period of 1 (one) year thereafter, the
Project Participant shall not, by direct or indirect means: (a) solicit the employment of any person who
at the time of such solicitation is working for or employed with Company; or (b) solicit any of the
Company’s clients, customer; or (c) attempt to persuade any consultant, employee, other project
participant, client or customer to refrain from doing or ceasing to do business with the Company.

12. Governing Law and Jurisdiction: This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the Laws of India and the courts at Bangalore, India shall have the exclusive jurisdiction over any
matter relating to, in connection with, or arising out of, this Agreement.

13. Confidentiality: The terms of this Agreement and any other information, including any technical,
conceptual, financial or business information, including the Works, shared or provided by the Company
to the Project Participant or created or generated for or under or pursuant to this Agreement
(“Confidential Information”) shall be and remain strictly confidential and shall not be disclosed by the
Project Participant to any third party. The Project Participant agrees and undertakes that it shall use the
Confidential Information only for the purpose of undertaking and completing its obligations under this
Agreement and shall not at any time during the term of this Agreement or after the expiry or
termination of this Agreement, either directly or indirectly, use, disclose or transfer in any manner any
Confidential Information for any other purpose whatsoever, whether commercial or otherwise.

14. Severability:  The provisions of this Agreement shall be severable, and if any portion of this
Agreement shall be held or declared to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, such illegality, invalidity, or
unenforceability shall not affect any other provisions hereof, and the remainder of this Agreement,
disregarding such portion, shall continue in full force and effect as though such portion had not been
contained herein.

15. Assignment: This Agreement and the rights and duties under this Agreement shall not be assigned by
the Project Participant without the prior written consent of the Company. This Agreement and the rights



and obligations of the Company herein may be assigned, in whole or in part, by the Company to any
third party.

16. Waiver: A right under this Agreement may be waived by the Company only by giving such waiver in
writing and no other conduct of the Company operates as a waiver or prevents the exercise of any right
under this Agreement.

Entire Agreement: This Agreement, including the schedules or annexures hereto, constitutes the entire
agreement between the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes any and all prior
negotiations, representations, or agreements, either written or oral, with respect to the subject matter
hereof.  

Awign Enterprises Pvt. Ltd. House no: 1032, Sector 1, Vasundhara,Ghaziabad, Utter Pradesh, India.  Pin 201012

Phone: +91 09972940573      Email: info@awign.com       Website: www.awign.com     CIN:U74999UP2016PTC084683

mailto:info@awign.com
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.awign.com&sa=D&ust=1566996463767000




AMPERSAND 

20th May, 2020 

INTERNSHIP OFFER LETTER 

Ampersand Dear Akash Chaudhary 
S Na 6424/5, Shri Prsanna 

Co-Op Socety Plot No & 
Flat No 2A, Umashankar 
sbwewad, Pune 411037 

Ampersand, Pune is pleased to offer you an Educational Internship as a Junior 

Developer. 

91 98239 1C78 The internship will commence on 10/06/2020 and end on 10/08/2020. 

info@ampersanddesignin 
As an intern you will be learning through participation in the ongoing projects 

in graphic design. 

Please review, sign and return via info@ampersanddesign.in or in person to 

confrm acceptance, before 01/06/2020.

Congratulations and welcome to the team! 

ER 

No vo 

Sincerely, 
Prabhash Nain 

N 

accept the above offer, and will begin on: 

ANo 505/Ro20 
Signature Date 

www.ampersanddesign.in 



 

To, 

Akshansh Bartwal  

Re-Letter Of Appointment 
Saturday, 20th June , 2020 

 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent discussions you have had with us. 

We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Digital Marketing+Cold Calling with effect from 01st July 

2020. 

You will not be paid any compensation. 

 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the work which she assigns and 

delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required to work with the team for the Blitzjobs initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you will not, during or after your 

employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your best endeavours to prevent the publication or disclosure 

of) any trade secrets or other confidential information of or relating to the Company or any associated entities or any user of 

the Company’s services or any company, organization or business with which the Company is involved in any kind of 

business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of the Company or any associated entity or in 

respect of which the Company owes an obligation of confidence to any third party. 

You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any other sum due to you, any sums which you 

may owe the Company including, without limitation, any overpayments or loans made to you by the Company. This is 

without prejudice to any other remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums. 

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the terms and conditions set 

therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter by 22nd June 2020. We look forward to working 

with you. 

 

Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Candidate Name 

 Sweta Singh 

Date: Co-Founder & Head of Talent Acquisition 

Dept. 

Date: 



 

To, 

Akshansh Bartwal  

Re-Letter Of Appointment 
Saturday, 20th June , 2020 

 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent discussions you have had with us. 

We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Digital Marketing+Cold Calling with effect from 01st July 

2020. 

You will not be paid any compensation. 

 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the work which she assigns and 

delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required to work with the team for the Blitzjobs initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you will not, during or after your 

employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your best endeavours to prevent the publication or disclosure 

of) any trade secrets or other confidential information of or relating to the Company or any associated entities or any user of 

the Company’s services or any company, organization or business with which the Company is involved in any kind of 

business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of the Company or any associated entity or in 

respect of which the Company owes an obligation of confidence to any third party. 

You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any other sum due to you, any sums which you 

may owe the Company including, without limitation, any overpayments or loans made to you by the Company. This is 

without prejudice to any other remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums. 

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the terms and conditions set 

therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter by 22nd June 2020. We look forward to working 

with you. 

 

Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Candidate Name 

 Sweta Singh 

Date: Co-Founder & Head of Talent Acquisition 

Dept. 

Date: 



 

 

 

   

ALBIREO RECRUITERS 
421, 4th floor, Shahpurjat, 

 Sirifort, Delhi-110089 

E-mail: sid@albireorecruiters.in Website: www.albireorecruiters.in Tel: +91-9711227809        

 

 

 

 

 

10 September 2020 

 

 

 

TO WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN 

 

 

This is to certify that Mr Kartik Garg, student of IMS, Noida, has successfully completed an 
internship with Albireo Recruiters as a ‘Web Developer Intern’ in the IT-Tech Department from 1 
July 2020 to 30 August 2020. 

He has worked on the 'Secure Online Auction System' under the supervision and guidance of 
Ankit Bansal. During the course of the internship, he has gained several learnings such as Web 
Development, JAVA and developed multiple skills. 

Besides showing high comprehension capacity, managing assignments with the utmost expertise 
and exhibiting maximal efficiency, he has also maintained an outstanding professional demeanour 
and showcased excellent moral character throughout the internship period. 

I hereby certify his overall work excellent to the best of my knowledge.  

Wishing him the best of luck for his future endeavours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Authorized Signatory 



Subject: Winter Internship Confirmation 

This is to confirm that Aman Rawat student of IMS NOIDA, BCA has been selected for “6 Weeks 

Winter Industrial Internship” training on Python at AMAZING TRAINING BASKET PVT LTD, A-
nd

40, 2  Floor, Unit No. 207, I-Thum Tower Sector- 62, Noida

As such, Industrial Internship will include training and focus primarily on learning and developing 

new skills and gaining a deeper understanding of concepts through hands-on application & 

Practical knowledge student learned in class.

The project details and technical platform will be shared with the students on or before 

commencement of training

Reporting for training at the following address:
nd

Amazing Training Basket Pvt. Ltd.  A-40, 2  Floor, Unit No. 207, I-Thum Tower Sector- 62, 

Noida

We look forward to working with you

Yours sincerely

Training Manager

Æq eâmr k Ùvemr mr k Çewoi x Övmzexi  Òmq mxi h 
Registered Ofce: Plot No. A-40, Unit: A -207, 2nd Floor, I- Thum IT Tower, Sec 62, Noida 201309

e-mail :  Website: www.trainingbasket.insupport@trainingbasket.in
Contact us on: Tel- 01202405511, Helpline: 9015-887-887

CIN No. U80101UP2017PTC097992 

To,

                                                                                                                               Date ……………… 

The HOD

Preeti Rajvanshi

IMS NOIDA

Dear Maʼam,



 

 

 

Genuine Is Rare 

 

Dear Aman Tiwari, 

We are  pleased to inform your acceptance of an internship position in Graphic 

desighner .Your first day of joining will be 27.04.2020. In addition to your duties 

outlined in the interview, you will report to the founders directly.  During your internship, you will have an access to company’s clients,concept and 
confidential information. You agree that you will keep all this information and client 

information strictly confidential and will not share it with anyone outside the 

company. You will not use it for your own benefits and on completion of the 

internship; you will return documents  of the company. 

Congratulations on the Internship! 

Best Regards, 

Eatler India The World’s First Transparent Eatery 

 

 

 

 



Date : 01-May-2020  

Name : Anshuman Kumar
Location :Ghaziabad 

Dear Anshuman

Subject : Internship for 2 months 

With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Software Development.  

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 10-May-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates.

• Passport size photographs.

• No objection from College. (optional)

• Address Proof.

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy).

You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

Sincerely, 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 



Coracle\ Train! ng\2020-2021 \006 

CORf\Cf_,E INFOTECl-1 (INDIA) PVT LTD 
Sig11111111·c Strccl Mnll. 0 Block. GovlmWurnm. Ghn�iobad.UP. India, Pin - 201013 

tiST N,,. 0'.l;\;\rCC:J65'JIUZV www.cor:1cle.in info@coracle.in 

0ate:03/07 /2020 

TO WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Mr. Anshuman Kumar, student of lMS Engineering College Noida, has 
successfully completed an intercnship in the feild of Digital Marketing and Software 
Development (Java) from 04/05/2020 to 03/07/2020 under the guidance of Mr. Yogendra Singh. 

He successfully met the objectives that were set at the beginning of the internship. Anshuman shows 
a lot of promise and skill in his work and capable of doing development projects on his own. 

We wish him all the best in all his future endeavors. 

For Coracle lnfote1:h India Pvt. Ltd. 

F«r.Gfadelnfolecll{llda)Mltlf. ,.,{.. 
�s'o-

Au1hcllt1ed Signal�endra Singh ) 
( IIR Mnnager) 

Office: Signature Street Mall, G Block, GovindPuram, Gha:i:labad, Pin• 201013 



Dear prospective employer/academic institution -

ARUNAV DATTA worked as a Lead Generation Marketing Intern at my company, Abbloo Fashion 
Company in Delhi, for one month in 2020. During the time, ARUNAV DATTA was tasked with a 
variety of responsibilities in promoting Abbloo and growing our user base. As a start-up, there 
was no dearth of marketing that needed to be done, and activities to be done quickly and with 
attention to detail. ARUNAV DATTA was a wonderful addition to our team, and I would highly 
recommend ARUNAV DATTA to your firm/institution.

As an intern, ARUNAV DATTA was assigned tasks on a daily basis. These varied from marketing 
to curating leads to increased sales. The tasks assigned grew in the level of challenge and 
commitment over the course of the name, and ARUNAV DATTA consistently meet deadlines 
and contributed to the success of our team.

As such, I would like to reiterate my recommendation for ARUNAV DATTA.

Should you wish to speak with me in further detail, please don't hesitate to reach out to my HR 
team at info@abbloo.com.

Best Regards

mailto:info@abbloo.com


     

 

 
 
ICG/2020/049                 25-May-20 

  

Ms Arushi, 

  

Subject – Internship for 2 months  

  

Dear Ms Arushi,  

  

In response to your interview, we are pleased to inform you that you are selected to 

join our organization for 2 months Internship with details as below:  

  

Position: Intern   

Department – Video editing  

  

You will be working on projects for 2 working months on the project related to above 

mentioned Profile 

 

The certificate of completion will be issued. 

 

The training will be conducted for 3 days next week and you will be intimated soon. 

The Internship will start on 01.06.2020 

 

 

Thanking You.      

  

 

Dinesh Sharma 

(Chief Image Consultant) 

 

IMAGE  CONSULTING GROUP 
 

        Head Office: 310, D.L.F. Centre Point, Sector-11, Mathura Road, Faridabad, Haryana- 121006 (INDIA) 
                     (O): +91-129-4044778                                      (M): 9810731377, 9818023536 
                     Mail:  info@onesecondimpression.com            Web: www.onesecondimpression.com                 

 

mailto:info@onesecondimpression.com
http://www.topsurvey.in/
http://www.topsurvey.in/


We are pleased to inform your acceptance of an internship position in Digital 

Marketing. Your first day of joining will be 18.05.2020. In addition to your duties 

outlined in the interview, you will report to the founders directly. 
 During your internship, you will have an access to company’s clients,concept and 

confidential information. You agree that you will keep all this information and client 

information strictly confidential and will not share it with anyone outside the 

company. You will not use it for your own benefits and on completion of the 

internship; you will return documents of the company. 
 

Congratulations on the Internship! 
 

Best Regards, 

Eatler India 
 The World’s First Transparent Eatery 

 
 

Genuine Is Rare 
 

 

 

Dear Aryan Mehrotra, 
 



We are pleased to inform your acceptance of an internship position in Digital 

Marketing. Your first day of joining will be 18.05.2020. In addition to your duties 

outlined in the interview, you will report to the founders directly. 
 During your internship, you will have an access to company’s clients,concept and 

confidential information. You agree that you will keep all this information and client 

information strictly confidential and will not share it with anyone outside the 

company. You will not use it for your own benefits and on completion of the 

internship; you will return documents of the company. 
 

Congratulations on the Internship! 
 

Best Regards, 

Eatler India 
 The World’s First Transparent Eatery 

 
 

Genuine Is Rare 
 

 

 

Dear Aryan Mehrotra, 
 



Crafting a World that is Virtually Real +91-9910014641

www.climbaxentertainment.com

info@climbaxentertainment.com

Entertainment Private Limited   CIN: U92490DL2013PTC250801

Regd. Office: A-303, Ground Floor, Meera Bagh, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110087 

Internship Offer Letter 

Aryan Sood 

B-13/693 3rd Floor,

Ganesh Nagar-2, Shakarpur

New Delhi - 110092

Dear Aryan, 

With reference to your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to appoint you as a 

Content Writer Trainee/Intern in our organization on the following terms and conditions. 

1) Date of Joining: This offer is valid for a period of 6 months from the date of joining which is June 8th

2020.

2) Probation: At A-303, Meera Bagh, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi – 110087 INDIA, With Temporary Work From Home

permission.

3) Job Description: You will be responsible for the efficient, satisfactory, and economical operations in the areas

of your responsibilities that may be assigned to you from time to time either in writing or verbally. You will act

within the framework of the organizational policies and directions laid down by the company from time to time.

4) Salary/Stipend: You will be getting fixed monthly stipend as per company norms. In your case – INR 5,000/- while

working from home and INR 7,000/- while Working from company office.

5) Probation/Confirmation: You will be on an internship period for three months. Based on your performance

your services will be confirmed with the company in written after three months.

6) Performance appraisal: After successful completion of 12 months of full-time employment (depends

on performance). This process normally occurs in April.

7) Termination: During the probation period your services can be terminated with fifteen days’ notice on

either side and without any reasons whatsoever. In case of unruly behavior, your services can be terminated

without any notice whatsoever.

8) Leave: You will be eligible to the benefits of the Company’s Leave Rules on your confirmation in the

Company’s Service.

9) Confidentiality

You will maintain absolute confidentiality and will not publish any article or statement, deliver any lectures 

relating to the Company or any other matter with which the company may be concerned, unless you have prior 

written permission from the Company. 

10) Other Terms and Conditions:

a) You will be required to comply with all such rules and regulations as the Company may frame from time to

time.

http://www.climbaxentertainment.com/
mailto:info@climbaxentertainment.com
http://www.climbaxentertainment.com/
mailto:info@climbaxentertainment.com


Crafting a World that is Virtually Real +91-9910014641

www.climbaxentertainment.com

info@climbaxentertainment.com

Entertainment Private Limited   CIN: U92490DL2013PTC250801

Regd. Office: A-303, Ground Floor, Meera Bagh, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110087 

b) During the period of your training with the Company, you will devote full time to the work of the Company.

Further, you will not take up any other employment or assignment or any office, honorary or for any consideration,

in cash or in kind or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the Company.

11) Joining Formalities:

At the time of joining, please produce the following documents:

• Valid Photo ID Proof

• College ID Proof (If Applicable)

• Educational Certificates

• Passport Size Photographs

• Address Proof
• NOC from Training and Placement cell of your College (if applicable)
• Duly Filled Intern Application form

Your continuation as a Trainee or absorption into employment at Climbax Entertainment Private Limited will be 

considered following the initial probation period. Please sign and return the duplicate copy of this letter, 

acknowledging acceptance of the above terms and conditions. 

Please sign and return to the undersigned the duplicate copy of this letter signifying your acceptance. 

Thanking You 

Yours Faithfully, 

For Climbax Entertainment Private Limited 

Authorized Signatory 

Human Resources 

For the Appointee 

I have read and understood all the terms and conditions put forward in respect to my appointment as a Content Writer 

Trainee/Intern at Climbax Entertainment Private Limited and agree to the same. I am signing this document voluntarily, 

with full knowledge of its effect. 

________________ 

Name: Aryan Sood 

Date:  Place: 

Aryan Sood (Jun 10, 2020 11:10 GMT+5.5)
Aryan Sood

Laxmi Nagar, DelhiJun 10, 2020
�-4�)��**��җ�-4�Ҙ
�Ҋ.$") ��спспҊпхҊрп�ррѷрп۔������фѵф
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mailto:info@climbaxentertainment.com
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CONFIDENTIAL – CLIMBAX® ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED 

Confidentiality, Non-Competition and Invention Assignment Agreement  Page 1 of 9 
 

CLIMBAX ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY, NONCOMPETITION AND 

INVENTION ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT

AGREEMENT dated as of 8th June 2020 by and between Climbax Entertainment Private Limited, a New 

Delhi based private limited company, and Aryan Sood (the “Employee”). As used herein, the "Company" 

shall mean Climbax Entertainment Private Limited and any affiliate of Climbax Entertainment Private 

Limited, meaning any entity that controls, is controlled by, or under common control with, Climbax 

Entertainment Private Limited 

 
RECITALS 

 
Employee is entering into this Agreement in connection with his or her acceptance of employment 

with the Company and as a condition of such employment. 

 
AGREEMENTS 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and in consideration of their mutual promises 

and agreements contained herein, the parties hereto agree as follows: 

 
1. Disclosure and Delivery to the Company 

 
(a)Disclosure of Information to the Company.  During the course of employment and at the termination 

thereof, the Employee shall promptly disclose and deliver over to the Company, without additional 

compensation, to the extent that such disclosure could reasonably be expected to be of interest to the Company, 

in writing, or in such form and manner as the Company may reasonably require, the following ("Disclosure 

Information"): 

 
(i)any and all algorithms, procedures or techniques related to the Company's business 

activities or to the Employee's work with the Company, and the essential ideas and principles underlying such 

algorithms, procedures or techniques, conceived, originated, adapted, discovered, developed, acquired, 

evaluated, tested, or applied by the Employee while employed by the Company, whether or not such 

algorithms, procedures or techniques are embodied in a computer program; 

 
(ii)any and all pricing or marketing strategies, the essential ideas and principles on which 

such strategies are based, and any information that might reasonably be expected to lead to the development 

of such strategies, conceived, originated, adapted, discovered, developed, acquired, evaluated, tested, or 

applied by the Employee while employed by the Company; 

 
(iii)any and all products and services, and the essential ideas and principles underlying such 

products and services, conceived, originated, adapted, discovered, developed, acquired, evaluated, tested, or 

applied by the Employee while employed by the Company, whether or not such products or services are 

marketed, sold, or provided by the Company; and 

 
(iv)any other ideas or information conceived, originated, adapted, discovered, developed, 

acquired, evaluated, tested, or applied by the Employee while employed by the Company if the idea or 

information could reasonably be expected to prove useful or valuable to the Company. 

 
(b)Certain Qualifications and Recognitions. The Employee recognizes that he or she will hold an 

important position at the Company, and that, as one of his or her important job duties, he or she will be 

expected to conceive, originate, adapt, discover, develop, acquire, evaluate, test, and/or apply ("Conceive 

and/or Originate") products, services, techniques, algorithms, strategies, procedures and/or ideas ("Products 

and/or Services"), even when, in order to do so, the Employee must help lead the Company in new directions, 
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or into activities and business areas which are new to the Company. However, the Company recognizes that 

the Employee may Conceive and/or Originate certain Products and/or Services which are unrelated to the 

activities of the Company, unrelated to the planned activities of the Company, and unrelated to any reasonable 

extension of the activities or planned activities of the Company ("Unrelated Products and/or Services"). The 

parties therefore agree, the other provisions of this Section 1 notwithstanding, that: 

 
(i)any Unrelated Products and/or Services Conceived and/or Originated by the 

Employee, even while employed by the Company, shall not be considered Disclosure Information; 

 
(ii)the fact that the Employee used modest amounts of Company equipment or facilities (for 

example, by sending e-mail messages using Company computers and network connections) in the course of 

Conceiving and/or Originating an Unrelated Product and/or Service shall not cause an Unrelated Product and/or 

Service to be considered Disclosure Information; 

 
(iii)the fact that the Employee Conceived and/or Originated a Product and/or Service 

during the Company's normal operating hours or on the Company's premises shall not cause an Unrelated 

Product and/or Service to be considered Disclosure Information; 

 
(iv)the fact that the Employee Conceived and/or Originated a Product and/or Service outside 

of the Company's normal operating hours or off of the Company's premises shall not, in and of itself, prevent a 

Product and/or Service from being considered Disclosure Information. 

 
(c)Information Obtained from Third Parties.  For purposes of this Section 1, information "acquired" 

shall be deemed to include information relayed to the Employee by third parties, whether or not such third parties 

were compensated by the Company in connection with such acquisition. 

 
NOTICE:  Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, this Agreement 

does not obligate Employee to assign or offer to assign to the Company any of Employee's rights in an invention 

for which no equipment, supplies, facilities or trade secret information of the Company was used and which was 

developed entirely on Employee's own time, unless (a) the invention relates (i) directly to the business of the 

Company or (ii) to the Company's actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development, or (b) the 

invention results from any work performed by Employee for the Company.  

 

 
2. Confidential Information 

 
(a)Definition of Confidential Information. The parties acknowledge that, in order to permit the 

Employee to successfully perform and/or continue to perform the duties associated with his or her employment 

with the Company, it is necessary for the Company to provide the Employee with access to certain valuable 

proprietary information and knowledge of certain modes of business operation ("Confidential Information") 

which are essential to the effective operation of the Company, and which give the Company a competitive 

advantage over other firms pursuing related business activities. In the context of this Agreement, the term 

"Confidential Information" shall be deemed to include: 

 
(i)the identity of the Company's business partners, customers, investors, or joint 

venturers, vendors, or suppliers; 

 
(ii)computer software developed by the Company; 

 
(iii)data of any sort compiled by the Company, including, but not limited to, data on the 

effectiveness of any particular marketing campaign or advertising venue or method, or demographic or other 

data related to the Company's customers or prospective customers; 
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(iv)the fact that the Company uses, has used, or has evaluated for potential use a particular 

computer program or system, or any particular database or source of data, supplied by a party other than the 

Company; 

 
(v)algorithms, procedures or techniques, or the essential ideas and principles underlying such 

algorithms, procedures or techniques, developed by, or whose workings are otherwise known to, the Company 

(but excluding any public domain algorithms, procedures, or techniques, and excluding any algorithms, 

procedures, or techniques licensed by the Company from a third party on a non-exclusive basis), whether or not 

such algorithms, procedures or techniques are embodied in a computer program, including, but not limited to, 

techniques for identifying prospective customers, communicating effectively with prospective or current 

customers, reducing operating costs, or increasing system reliability; 

 
(vi)the fact that the Company uses, has used, or has evaluated for potential use any particular 

algorithm, procedure or technique, or the essential ideas and principles underlying such algorithm, procedure or 

technique, developed by a party other than the Company (including any algorithms, procedures or techniques in 

the public domain), whether or not such algorithms, procedures or techniques are embodied in a computer 

program; 

 
(vii)pricing or marketing strategies developed, investigated, acquired, evaluated, 

modified, tested or employed by the Company, or any information related to, or that might reasonably be 

expected to lead to, the development of such strategies; 

 
(viii)information about the Company's future plans, including, but not limited to, plans for 

expanding into new products or services; 

 
(ix)any information that would typically be included in the Company's financial statements, 

including, but not limited to, the amount of the Company's assets, liabilities, net worth, revenues, expenses, or 

net income; 

 
(x)information related to, or that might reasonably be expected to lead to, 

understanding the viability of selling any particular product or service via any particular vehicle such as 

interactive, computer-based shopping; 

 
(xi)any other information gained in the course of the Employee's employment with the 

Company that could reasonably be expected to prove deleterious to the Company if disclosed to third parties, 

including without limitation any information that could reasonably be expected to aid a competitor or potential 

competitor of the Company (a "Competitor") in making inferences regarding the nature of the Company's 

business activities, where such inferences could reasonably be expected to allow such a Competitor to compete 

more effectively with the Company. 

 
(b)Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information. 

 
(i)The Employee acknowledges that he or she has acquired and/or will acquire Confidential 

Information in the course of or incident to his or her employment with the Company, and that the ability of the 

Company to continue in business could be seriously jeopardized if such Confidential Information were to be 

used by the Employee or by other persons or firms to compete with the Company. Accordingly, the Employee 

agrees that he or she shall not, directly or indirectly, at any time, during the term of his or her employment with 

the Company or at any time thereafter, and without regard to when or for what reason, if any, such employment 

shall terminate, use or cause to be used any such Confidential Information in connection with any activity or 

business except the business of the Company, and shall not disclose such Confidential Information to any 

individual, partnership, corporation, or other entity unless such disclosure has been specifically authorized in 

writing by the Company, or except as may be required by any applicable law or by order of a court of competent 

jurisdiction, a regulatory or governmental body. 
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(ii)The provisions of Section 2(b)(i) notwithstanding, the Employee shall be free to disclose 

or use any information which is in or which enters the public domain prior to the time of such disclosure or use 

except where such information enters the public domain as a result of unauthorized actions of the Employee. 

 
(iii)The provisions of Sections 2(b)(i) and 2(b)(ii) notwithstanding, the Employee shall be free 

to disclose or use any information which was obtained by the Employee prior to his or her employment with the 

Company other than information obtained by the Employee from the Company, and shall be free to disclose or 

use any information which is obtained by the Employee subsequent to and independent of his or her relationship 

with the Company. 

 
(c)No Waiver of Trade Secret Protection. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to 

weaken or waive any rights related to the protection of trade secrets that the Company may have under common 

law or any applicable statutes. 

 
(d)Patents. 

 
(i)All patents, copyrights, trade secrets and other proprietary rights relating to the 

Confidential Information or to the Disclosure Information as defined in Section 1 shall be owned by the 

Company, including but not limited to any and/or all of the Confidential Information and/or Disclosure 

Information that does not qualify as "Works-Made-For-Hire," if any. The Employee hereby irrevocably sells, 

assigns, transfers and conveys to the Company and its successors the Employee's entire right, title and interest 

in the Confidential Information and/or Disclosure Information and any improvements throughout the world, 

including, without limitation: 

 
(A)all patents, copyrights, trade secrets and other proprietary rights in the 

Confidential Information and/or the Disclosure Information and all rights to secure registrations, renewals and 

extensions of the same; 

 
(B)all rights to make use, practice, import, export and otherwise fully exploit the 

Confidential Information and/or the Disclosure Information and any and all improvements that the Employee 

or Company may hereafter make or develop; 

 
(C)all rights to file and prosecute applications for patent protection covering the 

Confidential Information and/or the Disclosure information and improvements thereon, and the processes and 

designs embodied therein, in the United States and in every other country throughout the world; 

 
(D)all rights under any patent which may be issued on the Confidential 

Information and/or the Disclosure Information or the improvements thereon, and any processes and designs 

therein, and all rights to enjoy the same; and 

 
(E)all documents, notes, notebooks, drawings, schematics, prototypes, 

magnetically encoded media, or other materials related to the Confidential Information or to the Disclosure 

Information. 

 
(ii)During the period of his or her employment with the Company, the Employee agrees to 

provide the Company with such information and know-how in the Employee's possession or control as may be 

necessary to use, market and/or develop the Confidential Information and the Disclosure Information and 

improvements. 

 
(iii)During the period of his or her employment with the Company and as may be reasonably 

necessary subsequent to the Employee's employment, the Employee agrees to cooperate with the Company as 

may be necessary to obtain patent protection for the Confidential Information and the Disclosure Information 

and improvements and agrees to do such further acts and execute and deliver to Company such 
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instruments as may be required to perfect, register or enforce the Company's ownership of the rights conveyed 

under this Agreement. If the Employee fails or refuses to execute any such instruments (without regard to 

whether or not the Employee is at that time employed by the Company), the Employee hereby appoints the 

Company as the Employee's attorney-in-fact to act on the Employee's behalf and to execute such instruments. 

This appointment shall be irrevocable and deemed to be a power coupled with an interest. 

 
(e)For purposes of this Section 2, the term Company shall be deemed to include the Company as well 

as any subsidiaries or affiliates of the Company that may, from time to time, become associated with the 

Company. 

 
3.Competitive Activities 

 
(a)During the period of his or her employment with the Company, the Employee will not, directly or 

indirectly, and whether or not for compensation, either on his or her own behalf or as an employee, officer, 

agent, consultant, director, owner, partner, joint venturer, shareholder, investor, or in any other capacity (except 

in the capacity of an employee of the Company acting for the benefit of the Company), knowingly engage in any 

activity or business which is of the same nature as, or substantively similar to, an activity or business of the 

Company or an activity or business which the Company is developing and of which the Employee has 

knowledge. 

 
(b)While employed by the Company and for a period of twelve (12) months after the date the Employee 

ceases to be employed by the Company, without regard to when or for what reason if any, such employment 

shall terminate (the "Termination Date"), the Employee will not, directly or indirectly, and whether or not for 

compensation, either on his or her own behalf or as an employee, officer, agent, consultant, director, owner, 

partner, joint venturer, shareholder, investor, or in any other capacity (except in the capacity of an employee of 

the Company acting for the benefit of the Company), knowingly employ, or retain as a consultant or contractor, 

or cause to be so employed or retained, or enter into a business relationship with any person who: 

 
(i)is an employee of the Company or has been employed by the Company at any time within 

the twelve (12) months prior to the date of such act; or 

 
(ii)is a consultant, sales agent, contract programmer, or other independent agent 

retained by the Company; or 

 
(iii)has been retained by the Company as a consultant, sales agent, contract programmer, or 

other independent agent at any time within the twelve (12) months prior to the date of such an act. 

 
(c)While employed by the Company and for a period of 18 months after the date the Employee ceases 

to be employed by the Company, without regard to when or for what reason, if any, such employment shall 

terminate, the Employee will not, directly or indirectly, and whether or not for compensation, either on his or her 

own behalf or as an employee, officer, agent, consultant, director, owner, partner, joint venturer, shareholder, 

investor, or in any other capacity (except in the capacity of an employee of the Company acting for the benefit of 

the Company), knowingly: 

 
(i)accept or solicit employment with, or accept or solicit a consulting assignment with, or 

accept or solicit investment capital, directly or indirectly, from any individual or entity, or from an officer, 

partner, or principal of any entity, from which the Company has accepted investment capital, or with which, 

prior to the Termination Date, the Company has held serious discussions regarding the possibility of securing 

investment capital ("Investors or Prospective Investors"), provided, however, that this Section 3(c)(i) shall not 

apply to Investors or Prospective Investors that are introduced to the Company through the efforts of the 

Employee; or 

 
(ii)accept or solicit employment with, or accept or solicit a consulting assignment with, or 

accept or solicit business from any individual or entity that was a customer or client of the Company prior to 
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the Termination Date, or with which the Company had engaged in serious discussions prior to the Termination 

Date related to the possibility that such individual or entity might become a customer or client of the company 

(a "Current or Prospective Customer"), if the product or service provided by the Employee to such Current or 

Prospective Customer is substantially the same as a product or service offered by the Company to such Current 

or Prospective Customer, and such acceptance or solicitation would be competitive with or otherwise 

deleterious to the Company's own business relationship or anticipated business relationship with such Current or 

Prospective Customer; or 

 
(iii)accept or solicit business from any retail market sector, segment, or group that the 

Company has solicited, targeted, or accepted business from prior to the Termination Date, or has actively 

planned, prior to the Termination Date, to solicit, target, or accept business from (the "Target Market"), if the 

product or service provided or offered by the Employee to such Target Market is substantially the same as a 

product or service provided or offered by the Company to the Target Market, and such acceptance or 

solicitation would be competitive with or otherwise deleterious to the Company's own business activities, or 

anticipated business activities, related to the Target Market; or 

 
(iv)enter into or propose to enter into any business arrangement with any entity with which, 

prior to the Termination Date, the Company was involved in substantially the same business arrangement, or 

with which, prior to the Termination Date, the Company had held discussions regarding the possibility of 

entering into such an arrangement, if such arrangement would be competitive with or otherwise deleterious to 

the interests of the Company. 

 
(d)A clarifying example. The following example is intended to reflect the intent of the parties in 

Section 3(c)(iii).  Assume for the sake of this example that the Company is selling a variety of books, CD- 

ROMS, and shrinkwrapped computer software to a particular target market on the Internet via an online 

interactive catalog, and is actively planning to sell video tapes to the same target market. In addition, the 

Company has had internal discussions regarding the possibility of selling music CD's, but, so far as the 

Employee is aware, the Company has not, as of the Employee's Termination Date, made any concrete plans to 

sell music CD's (for example, the Company has not investigated the size of the music CD market, has not 

investigated the competition in that market, and has not contacted any prospective music CD suppliers). Under 

these assumptions, Section 3(c)(iii) would in no way restrict the Employee from selling music CD's, or working 

for a Company which sells music CD's, to that same target market via an online interactive catalog on the 

Internet. 

 
(e)Further Clarification on Sections 3(c)(ii) and 3(c)(iii).  For purposes of Sections 3(c)(ii) and 

3(c)(iii), the fact that two services (where one is being compared to the other) both involve software 

development shall not, in and of itself, be enough to cause the two services being compared to be deemed 

"substantially the same." 

 
(f)For purposes of this Section 3, the term Company shall be deemed to include the Company as well as 

any subsidiaries or affiliates of the Company that may, from time to time, become associated with the Company. 

 
4.Reasonableness of Covenants 

 
(a)Certain Recognitions. The Employee recognizes that the restrictions set forth in Sections 2 and 3 

of this Agreement may seriously limit his or her future flexibility in many ways. For example (this example is 

not to limit in any way the restrictions specified in this Agreement), the provisions set forth in Section 3 will 

make it impossible for the Employee to seek or accept certain opportunities for a period of 18 months after the 

Termination Date, despite the fact that such opportunities might be highly attractive to the Employee and 

provide greater compensation than any other available opportunities, and despite the fact that after the 18 

month period has elapsed such highly attractive opportunities may no longer be available to the Employee. 

The Employee acknowledges that the restrictions specified in Sections 2 and 3 are reasonable in view of the 

nature of the business in which the Company is engaged, the Employee's position with the 
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Company, and the Employee's knowledge of the Company's business.  The Employee recognizes that his or her 

compensation (cash, equity and otherwise) reflects his or her agreement in Sections 2 and 3, and acknowledges 

that he or she will not be subject to undue hardship by reason of his or her agreement to Sections 2 and 3. 

 
(b)Modification of Restriction.  Notwithstanding anything contained in Sections 2 or 3 of this 

Agreement to the contrary, if a court of competent jurisdiction should hold any restriction specified in Sections 

2 or 3 to be unreasonable, unenforceable, illegal or invalid, then that restriction shall be limited to the extent 

necessary to be enforceable, and only to that extent.  In particular, and without limitation on the foregoing, if any 

provision of Sections 2 or 3 should be held to be unenforceable as to scope or length of time or geographical 

area involved, such provision shall be deemed to be enforceable as to, and shall be deemed to be amended to 

cover, the maximum scope, maximum length of time, or broadest area, as the case may be, which is then lawful. 

 
(c)Survival of Covenants.  The obligations of the Employee under Sections 2 and 3 of this 

Agreement shall survive the termination of this Agreement and of his or her employment with the Company. 

 
5.Employee Representations 

 
Employee represents and certifies as follows:  (a) Employee is not in possession or control of any 

document(s) that in any way constitute confidential, proprietary or trade secret information of a third party 

(including any former employer); (b) Employee is not subject to a non-competition agreement that would 

preclude his or her employment with the Company; (c) Employee has identified all confidentiality, proprietary 

information, non-solicitation or similar agreements or obligations that it has with any third party and that, in the 

course of his or her work for the Company, he or she shall not violate any such agreements or obligations; and 

(d) Employee, in the course of his or her work for the Company will not use or disclose any tangible or 

intangible information that constitutes a trade secret of a third party (including a former employer) except 

pursuant to written authorization to do so (e.g. a technology license between the Company and any third party). 

 
6.Remedies 

 
The Employee acknowledges that any breach of this Agreement may cause the Company irreparable 

harm for which there is no adequate remedy at law, and as a result of this, the Company shall be entitled to the 

issuance by a court of competent jurisdiction of an injunction, restraining order, or other equitable relief in 

favor of itself, without the necessity of posting a bond, restraining the Employee from committing or continuing 

to commit any such violation. Any right to obtain an injunction, restraining order, or other equitable relief 

hereunder shall not be deemed a waiver of any right to assert any other remedy the Company may have at law 
or in equity. 

 
7.Relationship of the Parties; Attention and Effort 

 
The relationship between the Company and the Employee hereunder is agreed to be solely that of 

employee and employer. Nothing contained herein and no modification of responsibility or compensation made 

hereafter shall be construed so as to constitute the parties as partners or joint venturers or so as to constitute the 

Employee as an independent contractor.  During the term of Employee's employment with the Company, and 

without limiting the provisions of Section 3 of this Agreement or any other provision hereof, Employee will 

devote all of his or her entire productive time, ability, attention and effort to the Company's business and will 

skillfully serve its interests and will not carry on any professional or other gainful employment. 

 
8.Amendment or Alteration. 

 
No amendment or alteration of the terms of this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and 

signed by both of the parties hereto. 
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9.Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

 
This Agreement, and any disputes which may arise under, out of or in connection with this Agreement, 

shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of New Delhi, India. Jurisdiction over and venue 

of any suit arising out of or related to this agreement shall be exclusively in the courts of New Delhi, India. 

 
10.Severability 

 
The holding of any provision of this Agreement to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable by a court of 

competent jurisdiction shall not affect any other provision of this Agreement, which shall remain in full force 

and effect. 

 
11.Waiver 

 
The failure of a party to insist upon strict adherence to any term of this Agreement on any occasion or 

occasions shall not be considered a waiver thereof or deprive that party of the right thereafter to insist upon 

strict adherence to that term or any other term of this Agreement. 

 
12.Entire Agreement 

 
This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties and shall supersede any and all existing 

agreements between the Employee and the Company or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries relating to the 

subject matter hereof. 

 
13.Assignment 

 
Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be 

binding upon the parties hereto and their respective heirs, representatives, successors and assigns.  Neither this 

Agreement nor any right or interest hereunder shall be assignable by the Employee, his or her beneficiaries, or 

legal representatives without the Company's prior written consent; provided, however, that nothing in this 

Section 13 shall preclude the Employee from designating a beneficiary to receive any benefit payable hereunder 

upon his or her death, or the executors, administrators, or other legal representatives of the Employee or his or 

her estate from assigning any rights hereunder to the person or persons entitled thereunto. This Agreement 

shall be assignable by the Company only to a subsidiary or affiliate of the Company; or to any corporation, 

partnership, or other entity that may be organized by the Company, or by its owners, as a separate business unit 

in connection with the business activities of the Company or of its owners; or to any corporation, partnership, 

or other entity resulting from the reorganization, merger or consolidation of the Company with any other 

corporation, partnership or other entity, or any corporation, partnership, or other entity to or with which all or 

any portion of the Company's business or assets may be sold, exchanged or transferred. 

 
14.No Attachment 

 
Except as required by law, no right to receive payments under this Agreement shall be subject to 

anticipation, commutation, alienation, sale, assignment, encumbrance, charge, pledge, or hypothecation, or to 

execution, attachment, levy, or similar process or assignment by operation of law, and any attempt, voluntary or 

involuntary, to effect any such action shall be null, void and of no effect. 

 
15.Headings 

 
The Section headings appearing in this Agreement are used for convenience of reference only and 

shall not be considered a part of this Agreement or in any way modify, amend or affect the meaning of any of 

its provisions. 
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16.Rules of Construction 

 
Whenever the context so requires, the use of the masculine gender shall be deemed to include the 

feminine and vice versa, and the use of the singular shall be deemed to include the plural and vice versa. 
 

 
 
 

IN WITNESS, WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement on the date first 

written above. 
 

 
 

For Climbax Entertainment Private Limited 

 

 

Signature:  

Name:  Ishan Agarwal 

Title: Director/Authorized Signatory 
 

 
 
 

EMPLOYEE 

 
Signature:    

 

Name: Aryan Sood 
 

Title: Content Writer Intern/Trainee 
 

Aryan Sood (Jun 10, 2020 11:10 GMT+5.5)
Aryan Sood

Jun 10, 2020
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Sep 5, 2020 

INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE CERTIFICATE 

This is to certify that Mr. Basant Shishodia has completed his internship with Request 

Technologies Private Limited, Bangalore from 24th June 2020 to 25th August 2020 as 

Digital Marketing Intern. 

During his tenure with Request Technologies Private Limited, he had performed the below 

roles and responsibilities. 

• Keyword research 

• On page and Off page SEO 

• Content Writing  

• Content Marketing on various channels including Quora, Medium 

• Ideation and strategic growth planning 

• App Store optimisation  

During the tenure of his internship, we found him punctual and hard working. He has a 

good eye to detail, communicates well and brings a lot of new ideas to the table. He 

would be a real asset to any organisation he joins in the future. 

We wish him a bright future! 

 

Amith G Nair 

Director 

677 1st floor #257,13th Cross 1 st Sector HSR layout Bangalore,Karnataka,India, 
560102 www.redquest.in | support@redquest.in

http://www.redquest.in/
mailto:support@redquest.in






STUDENT 1D NO- A52/21262 

DUCAT developmentI trainine I consultancy 

An ISO 9001: 2000 Company 

he council of veseavch and teaining, 
Dcat Noida corlifles hal 

Khushbu Saw 

has been auarded a cerlificale of fpirofieienoy in 

Web Designing 
for having succesuly compleled the program wilh 

A Grade. 
he pregram was conducled duning the period 

01/06/2020 30/08/2020 

geven undex the seal DucalNoida 

. l bukaw 

Program Co-ordinator 

OIDA 

Director 
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given under the seal of Ducal Neida 

P(mOIDA 
Program Co-ordinator Director 



CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP 

This certifies that 

has participated in a 15 days work from home – Digital Marketing Internship program at  Bridge Intelia 

Knowledge Solutions pvt. Ltd.  From 19/08/2020 to 03/09/2020. 

We found him sincere, hardworking, dedicated and result oriented. He worked 

well as part of the team during his tenure. We take this opportunity to thank 

him and wish him all the best for his future.  

Awarded this on 03/09/2020  

Pankaj Aggarwal 

Chief Executive Officer www.bridgeintelia.com 

Rishabh Shrivastava 



HypeStrew@gmail.com+91 91739 36131

+91 84859 39745

749/9, G.I.D.C. Makarpura,

Vadodara - 390 010

Gujarat - India

www.technomatrix.in
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This is to certify that Master Chirag gautam has completed his internship in website development   from 1st June 

2020 to 1st August 2020. 

He excels in his field of work with dedication and he has always room for improvement for his continuous devel-

opment of her skills and abilities. He has excellent work ethics and competitive skills. 

This certification was issued upon his request. 

Piyush Mistry 

CEO 

Hype Strew



CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP

To Whomsoever It May Concern

This is to certify that Rajnish Kumar

completed his internship as a Digital Marketing Intern in our organization BlitzJobs.

Duration of Internship- July 1, 2020 to September 1, 2020

We found him sincere, punctual and result oriented and wishes him success in his career.

Thanks,

Sweta Singh

Human Resource Department

7X Ventures

Date: August 15, 2020



 

 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP 
 

 

To Whomsoever It May Concern 

 
This is to certify that Ravi Raghav  

completed his internship as a Graphic Designer Intern in our organization BlitzJobs. 

 

 
Duration of Internship- July 1, 2020 to September 1, 2020 

 

 
We found him sincere, punctual and result oriented and wishes him success in his career. 

 
 
 
 

 
Thanks, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sweta Singh 

Human Resource Department 

7X Ventures 

Date: August 15, 2020 



 Rahul Varma 
Chief Executive Officer

This certificate is proudly presented to 

Ashwani Mrigank
for successfully completing the Unschool Community Program 

on August 10, 2020 as a Community Influencer for 4 weeks,

 an online internship initiative by 

Certificate of Excellence

Unschool wishes you the best for your future endeavors.



 Rahul Varma 
Chief Executive Officer

This certificate is proudly presented to 

Ashwani Mrigank
for successfully completing the Unschool Community Program 

on August 10, 2020 as a Community Influencer for 4 weeks,

 an online internship initiative by 

Certificate of Excellence

Unschool wishes you the best for your future endeavors.



Dear Garvita,

Ministry of Sound is delighted to offer you the internship position of Brand Promoter with an

anticipated start date of 7th June.

As the Brand Promoter, you will be responsible to post our content on your social media,

increase our followers and promote our brand

We promise a Certificate and LOR, in return for your work. If we are convinced by your

motivation, enthusiasm and strategies, there could be a chance of permanent placement,

bonus and rewards.

Please confirm your acceptance of this offer by signing (electronic or printed) and returning

this letter by 6th June.

Sincerely,

Vinny Singhal

Ministry of Sound

Candidate Name _Garvita Sharma____________________________

Date: ___05/06/2020___________________________



 

 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP 
 

 

To Whomsoever It May Concern 
 

This is to certify that Devraj 

completed his internship as a Graphic Designer Intern in our organization BlitzJobs. 

 

 
Duration of Internship- July 1st, 2020 to September 1st, 2020 

 

 
We found his sincere, punctual and result oriented and wishes his success in his career. 

 

 

 

 

 
Thanks,  

 
 

  Sweta Singh 

Human Resource Department 

7X Ventures 

Date: September 1st, 2020 



 

 

 

 

 

LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION 
 

 

 

 

I highly recommend Devraj as a candidate for employment. He was employed as a Graphic Designing Intern 

with BlitzJobs from 1st July 2020 to 1st September, 2020. He was responsible for designing graphics for the 

website. 

 

He has excellent communication skills. In addition, He is extremely organized, reliable and computer literate. 
He can work independently and is able to follow through to ensure that the work gets done. He is flexible and 

willing to work on any project that is assigned to him. He was quick to volunteer to assist in other areas of 

company operations as well. 

 

He would be a tremendous asset to your company and has a highest recommendation. If you have any further 
questions to his background or qualifications, please get in touch with me. 

 

 

 

 
Sincerely, 

     
 
    Sweta Singh 

  Human Resource Department  

  7X Ventures 

  Date: September 1st, 2020 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Date : 09-June-2020  

Name : Shubham Dhaundiyal  

Location :Ghaziabad 

 
Dear  Shubham 

 
Subject : Internship for 2 months 

 
With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Web Development.  

 

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 19-June-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

 
As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates. 

• Passport size photographs. 

• No objection from College. (optional) 

• Address Proof. 

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy). 

 
You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

 
We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

 
Sincerely, 

  
 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 
 





ADVENTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Ref : Al P L/7 ZOZtg 171" / 2A-21 Date: 09/A917020

TO WHOTVI IT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that Mr. Shikhar Johri, SIO Mr. Shishir Kumar Johri, a student of BBA 3'd year, lMS, SEC-

62, NOIDA has successfully completed two (02) months internship programme at this Company from

July 0L't, 2020 to August 3L't, 2020.

During the period of his internship programme with us he was founded punctual, hardworking, well

disciplined and inquisitive

We wish him all success in his future endeavours.

Best Regards,

For Adventis Limited

Prashant K.

Resd' office: serA3' sE:ro*';if.Tr".llrxi!#l;sfflil,*Lf,l."%T,1,'I'-'.:JirN: U525eeUP2016Prc087384





Pranav	Srivastava
Technology	Consulting	Virtual	Internship

Certificate	of	Completion
September	13th,	2020

Over	the	period	of	September	2020,	Pranav	Srivastava	has	completed	practical	task	modules	in:

Client	Discovery

Design	a	Business	Case

Considerations	For	Mobilisation

Define	the	project	approach

Conduct	a	market	scan

Further	analysis	&	solution

presentation

Understanding	Cloud	Computing

Cloud	Feasibility	Assessment

Cloud	Readiness	Assessment Danielle	O’Leary	

Senior	Consultant

National	Graduate

Talent	Acquisition

Team

	

Tom	Brunskill	

CEO,	Co-Founder	of

InsideSherpa

Enrolment	Verification	Code	XyC8TBgwC4Lr2toTW			|			User	Verification	Code	s3eWBheTY7Fyb823L			|		Issued	by	InsideSherpa

	

Inspiring	and	empowering	

future	professionals

http://insidesherpa.com/




 

To, 

Gaurav Lohani  

Re-Letter Of Appointment 
Saturday, 20th June , 2020 

 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent discussions you have had with us. 

We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Digital Marketing+Cold Calling with effect from 01st July 

2020. 

You will not be paid any compensation. 

 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the work which she assigns and 

delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required to work with the team for the Blitzjobs initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you will not, during or after your 

employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your best endeavours to prevent the publication or disclosure 

of) any trade secrets or other confidential information of or relating to the Company or any associated entities or any user of 

the Company’s services or any company, organization or business with which the Company is involved in any kind of 

business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of the Company or any associated entity or in 

respect of which the Company owes an obligation of confidence to any third party. 

You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any other sum due to you, any sums which you 

may owe the Company including, without limitation, any overpayments or loans made to you by the Company. This is 

without prejudice to any other remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums. 

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the terms and conditions set 

therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter by 22nd June 2020. We look forward to working 

with you. 

 

Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Candidate Name 

 Sweta Singh 

Date: Co-Founder & Head of Talent Acquisition 

Dept. 

Date: 



 

To, 

Gaurav Lohani  

Re-Letter Of Appointment 
Saturday, 20th June , 2020 

 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent discussions you have had with us. 

We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Digital Marketing+Cold Calling with effect from 01st July 

2020. 

You will not be paid any compensation. 

 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the work which she assigns and 

delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required to work with the team for the Blitzjobs initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you will not, during or after your 

employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your best endeavours to prevent the publication or disclosure 

of) any trade secrets or other confidential information of or relating to the Company or any associated entities or any user of 

the Company’s services or any company, organization or business with which the Company is involved in any kind of 

business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of the Company or any associated entity or in 

respect of which the Company owes an obligation of confidence to any third party. 

You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any other sum due to you, any sums which you 

may owe the Company including, without limitation, any overpayments or loans made to you by the Company. This is 

without prejudice to any other remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums. 

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the terms and conditions set 

therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter by 22nd June 2020. We look forward to working 

with you. 

 

Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Candidate Name 

 Sweta Singh 

Date: Co-Founder & Head of Talent Acquisition 

Dept. 

Date: 



Lovekush Pushpakar from IMS Noida has successfully secured Graphic Design
internship at Alexis Group through Internshala.

2020-05-27

Certificate Number: 5AD3616D-ADB1-B457-025D-4CD9463FFD8C
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate









CERTIFICATE
Of  Completion

Date

JULY 2020

Signature

Mr. Rahul Singh

Pursuing BCA from IMSNOIDA, Sector - 62, Noida has completed his/her 

internship with us from 23rd April 2020 to 23rd July 2020. He/She was found 

to be sincere, positive and hardworking.

THIS CERTIFICATE IS PROUDLY PRESENTED TO

HRITIK CHAUHAN

we wish him/her the best of all his/her future endeavors



 

 

To, 

Mayank Gupta, 

I.M.S Noida BCA (2018-21) 

16th  September, 2019 

                    Internship Offer Letter 

Dear Mayank Gupta, 

We are pleased to offer you the Internship program. We are confident that you will be motivated, 

and will perform above expectations during the Internship. These are the details of your work: 

▪ Tentative  Date of Joining: 13 Sept, 2019 

▪ Period of Internship: The internship shall be for 1 month and extendable depending upon 

confirmation from your mentor and your availability.  

▪ Description of Internship: You have been chosen to work in the Hindi Content Writer . You shall be 

receiving the project details from your mentor, who shall be guiding you during your internship. 

▪ Incentive : Based on your performance in the internship, you will be eligible for 

I. A certificate – on completion of the period + a LOR if the performance is good 

II. This shall be a non-paid internship. For any incentives, kindly request your mentor to share 

with you the respective incentive structure. For incentives, its mandatory to work with us for 

at least 1 month.  

NOTE:  

▪ If in case you wish to quit the internship, request you to inform us 3 days in advance and 

handover the required content or any necessary documents. In case of undeserving 

performance, we may ask you to leave with immediate effect. 

We look forward to working with you! 

 Yours Sincerely, 

 

Reporting Manager:  
Gaurav Bansal, 9289-121-121 
Founder & CEO (Huplus Market Innovations Pvt Ltd). 

www.hundredplus.in hr@hundredplus.in , 9289-121-121 

http://www.hundredplus.in/
mailto:hr@hundredplus.in


 

www.hundredplus.in hr@hundredplus.in , 9289-121-121 

http://www.hundredplus.in/
mailto:hr@hundredplus.in


























CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING

Programming with Python

Nakul Singla from IMS Noida  has successfully undergone a six weeks online winter training on Programming 

with Python. The training program consisted of Introduction to Python, Using Variables in Python, Basics of 

Programming in Python, Principles of Object-oriented Programming (OOP), Connecting to SQLite Database, 

Developing a GUI with PyQT and Application of Python in Various Disciplines modules and lasted for six weeks 

from 26th December, 2019 to 6th February, 2020. 

In the final assessment at the completion of the training program, Nakul scored 87% marks.

We wish Nakul all the best for future endeavours.

Sarvesh Agrawal

Founder & CEO

Date of certification: 2020-01-29 

Certificate Number : A76C508D-E275-B291-F1DB-D786BD4E024C 

For certificate authentication please visit https://trainings.internshala.com/verify_certificate



CERTIFICATE OF TRAINING

Programming with Python

Nakul Singla from IMS Noida  has successfully undergone a six weeks online winter training on Programming 

with Python. The training program consisted of Introduction to Python, Using Variables in Python, Basics of 

Programming in Python, Principles of Object-oriented Programming (OOP), Connecting to SQLite Database, 

Developing a GUI with PyQT and Application of Python in Various Disciplines modules and lasted for six weeks 

from 26th December, 2019 to 6th February, 2020. 

In the final assessment at the completion of the training program, Nakul scored 87% marks.

We wish Nakul all the best for future endeavours.

Sarvesh Agrawal

Founder & CEO

Date of certification: 2020-01-29 

Certificate Number : A76C508D-E275-B291-F1DB-D786BD4E024C 

For certificate authentication please visit https://trainings.internshala.com/verify_certificate



01, Sep 2020

Date Signature

Certificate
THIS CERTIFICATE IS PRESENTED TO

ASHISH GARG

For completing his internship for making our official website
askhumse.in

from the date 12 June to 14 august .

01, Sep 2020

Date Signature

Certificate
THIS CERTIFICATE IS PRESENTED TO

ASHISH GARG

For completing his internship for making our official website
askhumse.in

from the date 12 June to 14 august .



 

Y O U R  D R E A M S, O U R   E X P E R T I  S E 

GLinks International generic internship certificate for Virtual Interns 

Date: may 1, 2020 

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN 

This is to certify that Wasif Hussain of Institute of Management Studies, Noida has 

successfully completed his work from home internship under our organisation from April 

1st,2020 to april 30th,2020. 

 

During the virtual internship program, he demonstrated good skills with a self motivated 

attitude to learn new things. During the period of  internship with us, he was found 

punctual, hardworking and inquisitive.    

 

We wish him success for future endeavours! 

DMP04/161/WH 

 

Vishesh Arora 

(Branch Head) 

 

 

 

 

Delhi 
Office No. 223, 2nd Floor, D Mall, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi 110034 

Tel: +91 11 27354606 
 



 

KRG STRATEGY CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED 

                                                 13, First Floor, Shreyash Bhavan, Jayprakash Road No.1, Goregoan (East), Mumbai-400063 

                                                                                                                                www.krgconsultants.com 

 

Certificate ID.: KRG-AP20-5045 

yyy 

 

  

                    
 

 

Certified 

Wasif Hussain 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a student of Institute of Management Studies, Noida has successfully completed the Online Summer Internship Project 

from 6th April 2020 to 5th June 2020 in our organization as Research Apprentice. During his summer internship, he has 

worked on the project “Analysis on Edible Oil Sector”. 

I am pleased to state that he worked hard on the project. He has demonstrated exemplary financial research and 

analytical skills. 

I wish him all the best for future endeavors. 

 

Navigating Beyond Numbers… 

Kailash R. Gandhi 

Project Head 

Certificate of Internship 



 

 

 

VIA SOFTWARES PVT LTD. 

INTERNSHIP AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is between Ashish Sharma (hereinafter will be referred to as “You” or “Internee”) and 
Via Softwares Pvt Ltd. a Private Limited company incorporated under the laws of The Companies Act 

2013, and having its principal office at VIA Softwares Pvt. Ltd., hereinafter referred to as “Via 

Softwares” or “Owner” (which term shall include its successors and permitted assigns), for the 
purpose of internship. Collectively, hereinafter referred to as the “parties” and individually as the 
“party”. 

Whereas Via Softwares is engaged in the business of information security and risk assessment in the 

realm of cyberspace and IT risk assessment. 

Wherein, “Disclosing Party” means the party disclosing its information and training under this 

agreement and “Recipient Party” or “Recipient” means the party receiving information and training 
under this agreement. Therefore, in consideration of this agreement, the parties agree to be legally 

bound as follows: 

1. Definitions: The following terms shall have the meanings stated: 

1.1 Purpose: The Programme includes an opportunity for the Student to acquire experience 

in a professional setting of the business having first-hand experience of the work involved. 

The Site has suitable experience, supervisors, and facilities available for the educational 

experience of the Student. Therefore, the purpose of this Agreement is to outline the 

cooperative arrangements, duties and responsibilities for the Internship. 

1.2 Confidential Information: The Intern acknowledges that during the course of his/her 

employment with the Company, he has and will continue to have access to and/or will 

possess trade secrets and other confidential information of the Company and its suppliers 

and customers, including the Company’s business plans, technological and strategic 

initiatives, marketing programs, details of suppliers and customers, pricing and credit 

techniques, information concering dealings, transaction or affairs of the Company or any 

of their Affiliates or subsidiaries, program codes, software design know-how, research and 

development activities, private processes, and books and records. To protect the 

Confidential Information and the goodwill of the Company, the intern undertakes to the 

Company, that he/she shall not, without the express written permission of the Company, 

use or disclose (either personally or through an agent or otherwise, directly or indirectly) 

or allow to be used or disclosed: a) any such Confidential Information; b) any trade name 

used by the Company, or any other name similar to such a trade name. 

             In furtherance of clause 1.2 above, all memoranda, notes, records or other documents, made 

or complied by the intern or made available to him during the course of his/her employment, 

which contain Confidential Information, if in the possession or under the intern’s control shall 
be delivered to the Company, or on the Company’s instructions destroyed by the intern, upon 
termination of his internship. It includes work product and any and all information relating to 

the Company’s business, including but not limited to, research, developments, product plans, 



 

 

products, services, diagrams, formulae, processes, techniques, technology, firmware, 

software, know-how, designs, ideas, discoveries, inventions, improvements, copyrights, 

trademarks, trade secrets, customers, suppliers, markets, marketing, finances disclosed by 

Company either directly or indirectly in writing, orally, or visually to the intern, trade/business 

secret, customer lists, pricing policies and procedures, marketing data, product data, any 

formula pattern or compilation of information used in the business of the Company or any 

company of its Group or any clients thereof or their affairs. 

            Confidential Information does not include information which: 

(i) is in or comes into the public domain without breach of this Agreement by the Internee, 

(ii) was in the possession of the internee prior to receipt from the Company and was not 

acquired by the internee from the Company under an obligation of confidentiality or non-

use. 

(iii) is acquired by the internee from a third party not under an obligation of confidentiality 

or non-use to the Company. 

(iv) is independently developed by the internee without use of any Confidential 

Information of the Company. 

1.3 Proprietary Information: collectively means Trade Secrets, other Intellectual Property 

rights and Confidential information. Proprietary Information means, including but not 

limiting, business plans, product plans, designs, brochures, agreement, component 

specification, algorithms, inventions (whether or not patentable), invention drawings, 

costs, prices and names, finances, licensing strategies, marketing and advertising plans, 

research, software and any copies made of the foregoing in accordance with this 

Agreement. Confidential Information shall also include, without limitation, all other 

materials or information related to the business or activities or Owner or information of 

third parties provided by the Owner, which are not generally known to others engaged in 

similar businesses or activities. 

1.4 Trade Secrets: will include information of the owner or provided by owner on behalf of a 

third person that is a trade secret as defined by applicable laws. 

2. Terms of Usage of Information:  

Owner may disclose to Recipient certain proprietary or confidential information during the 

term of internship, the (receipt) shall use such information solely for the ‘purpose’ of 
evaluating a possible negotiated transaction between owner and recipient. Recipient 

acknowledges and agrees that the disclosure of the Proprietary Information to Recipient does 

not otherwise confer upon Recipient any License, interest or rights of any kind in or to the 

Proprietary Information. 

3. Non-Disclosure:  

The recipient is under an obligation w.r.t. nondisclosure of any confidential information under 

this agreement. The above-mentioned obligation shall survive the termination under this 

Agreement. Receiving Party’s duty to hold Confidential Information in confidence shall remain 
in effect until the Confidential Information no longer qualifies as a confidential information. 

or until Disclosing Party sends Receiving Party written notice releasing Receiving Party from 

this Agreement, whichever occurs first.  

4. Relationships:  

Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to constitute either party a partner, 

joint venture or intern of the other party for any purpose. The internship shall not be 

considered tantamount to a job.  

5. Severability:  



 

 

If a court finds any provision of this Agreement invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this 

Agreement shall be interpreted so as best to affect the intent of the parties. 

6. Interpretation:  

This Agreement express the complete understanding of the parties with respect to the subject 

matter and supersedes all prior proposals, agreements, representations, and understandings. 

This Agreement may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties.  

7. Standard of Care: 

 Recipient shall protect the Proprietary Information using the same degree of care, but no less 

than a reasonable degree of care, to prevent the unauthorized use or disclosure of the 

Proprietary Information as Recipient uses to protect its own Confidential Information and 

Trade Secrets of a like nature.  

8. License: 

 In the event that an employer integrates any work that was previously created by the intern 

into any Work Product, the intern shall grant to, and Company is hereby granted, a 

nationwide, royalty-free, perpetual, irrevocable license to exploit the incorporated items, 

including, but not limited to, any and all copyrights, patents, designs, trade secrets, 

trademarks or other intellectual property rights, in connection with the Work Product in any 

manner that Company deems appropriate, Intern warrants that it shall not knowingly any 

Work incorporate into Product any material that would infringe any intellectual property 

rights of any third party. 

9. Termination:  

Without prejudice to any other clause of the agreement, internship can be terminated 

immediately by the company, if at any time in the sole and absolute discretion of the 

company, internee is found to be guilty of any breach of the data protection policy and 

procedures of the company. The company has right to claim actual damages it has suffered 

through this breach by the internee including any other relief to which the company is entitled 

under applicable law or equity. 

10. Remedies:  

The intern acknowledges that the Company will suffer immediate, material, immeasurable, 

continuing and irreparable damage and may not have an adequate monetary remedies if the 

intern breaches the terms or conditions of this Agreement. 

 

IN WITNESS, WHEREOF, THE PARTIES HAVE CAUSED THIS AGREEMENT TO BE EXECUTED AS 

OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE BY THEIR DULY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, AND EACH 

REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS TO THE OTHER THAT IT IS LEGALLY FREE TO ENTER INTO THIS 

AGREEMENT. 

 

DETAILS OF THE INTERN 

NAME Ashish Sharma 

WORK LOCATION Noida 

DURATION 2 Months 

DESIGNATION IT-Intern 

REPORTING MANAGER Ravi Mallya 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Via Softwares Pvt. Ltd.: 

Signature:     

Name:     Pooja Pathak 

Designation:    Senior Manager - HR 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXURE A: NO COPY DECLARATION 

 

I ___________ understand that during the course of my internship with Via Softwares Pvt Ltd. I may 

be given access to computer, electronic mail and other electronic data systems, which are the 

property/intellectual property of the company. I understand that the nature of any and all 

information, programs and data contained on these systems is confidential as defined under clause 

1.2 of this internship agreement. I agree to NOT make unauthorized copies of any programs, 

information or data for any purpose outside my duties as an intern of company. I further agree that 

I will not place any personal software, information or data on these systems, unless specifically 

authorized by the Owner of the Company. I have received a copy of, read, and understand the text 

of Software Copying, Piracy and the Law. I understand that violation of Internship agreements is a 

crime under applicable laws, and constitute just cause for immediate dismissal. 

 

Signature: 

Date: 

Place: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

    GENERAL GUIDELINES: 

 

 Time management: Please stick to the office hours: Monday to Saturday: 09:30 AM to 06:30 

PM.  

 Knock the door once, softly open the door, and seek permission before entering the cubicle 

 Dress code: Smart causal 

 Stipend will be 5000/-p.m. 

 Misuse of Internet: Any fraudulent or misuse of internet observed will be dealt with strictly 

and can be punishable as provided under the IT Act, 2000 and IPC, 1860. Personal use should 

be limited only during breaks in Office hours. 

 Leave: Prior written approval at least 2 days in advance from the reporting manger is 

required for leave during the internship tenure. 

 



Aanchal

17/07/20201907439

17/06/2020-17/07/2020



August 4, 2020
 

 
 

Certificate of Internship 
 
To whomsoever it may concern 
 
 
This is to certify that  Rajat Singh  (College: Institute of Management Studies,Noida) has  
successfully completed his internship on the project title “ A Study on various marketing activities                             
with special reference to Training and Development Company” during the period from 1st June’2020                           
to 31st July’2020 at Slentique Pvt Ltd. 
 
We appreciate Rajat for his outstanding performance during the internship. 
 
We wish him all the best in all his endeavours for a bright future. 
 
Warm Regards 

 
 
Dheeraj Sharma 
 
Director, Slentique Pvt. Ltd. 
 
 
 

 
     D-9,Block D, Sector 3,Noida, Uttar Pradesh , 201301 

www.slentique.com 
+91- 8811980806 

info@slentique.com 
   

http://www.slentique.com/






 
 
   

  
 
 

BRL Consulting Pvt Ltd 
www.BRLGlobal.com | info@bizresearchlabs.com 

 

  
 
20th May 2020  
 
Akanksha.  
BCA student,  
IMS Noida 
 
 
Subject: Summer Internship 
 
  
Dear Ms. Akanksha,  
 
With reference to our discussion and your candidature for internship at our firm - we are pleased to 
offer you an internship starting immediately for a period of 2 months.  
 
At BRL - we try to ensure maximum learning for interns that chose to work with us. We offer a great 
exposure in terms of the project that is offered to intern candidates alongside resources and personal 
mentorship we try to provide for a wonderful learning experience.  
 
Internship certificate will be provided post your successful internship. There is also a possibility of 
Letter of Recommendation for outstanding intern candidates. Due to the current pandemic situation - 
this internship offered to you is a work from home basis where you will participate in an 
individual/team project.  
 
Other benefit : In terms of stipend - we are offering our flagship learning program on Strategy & 
Business Problem Solving which has been completed by students from many Tier 1 institutes. 
Elearning programs that will be offered to you will be worth more than INR10k/-. Elearning 
certifications offered are without any cost for you but are dependent on successful execution of your 
internship project.  
 
Please let us know your willingness and availability for the internship. You are requested to contact the 
undersign for your internship joining and related matters.  
 
All the best.  
 
 
Thanks, 
Gaurav Gupta 
BRL Consulting Pvt Ltd 
gaurav@bizresearchlabs.com 
+91-9990434609  
 
 



Date: 15/07/2020 

p: Internship Trainee of Mr. Abhishek Verma 

Dear Mr. Abhishek Verma, 

We are pleased to confirm your acceptance of an Internship as 

Trainee with us in the MIS Department. Your duties and 

assignments for the position will be imparted on the date of 

reporting. 

The duration of your internship will be from 22/07/2020 to 

01/09/2020. You will work 5 days per week during this period. 

If you have any query, please feel free to contact the undersigned. 

Thanks, 

For Parle Agro Pvt. Ltd, 

(Authorised Signatory) 

Parle Agro Pvt. Ltd. 
A-7, Sector 22, Meerut Road, Industrial Area, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh - 201 003. 

T:91-0120-2788 450/54 F: 91-0120-2788 478 E: info@etmpl.com 

Pare Agro Pvt. Ltd. 
Regd. Corporate Head Omce: Of Werten Express Highway. Sahar - Chakala Road, Paraiwada, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400 099. 

T: 022-6734 8000 F: 022-6693 5050.E info@perlengro.comwww.parieagro.com CIN: U15130MH1945PTCO38459 











(Director)

Anurag Dhankhar

For Inheritcode Pvt. Ltd.

June 2020 to July 2020.

His approach towards the internship program was enthusiastic. During his 

tenure, we found Mr. JAVED AKIB to be sincere and hard working.

We wish him every success in his life and career.

This is to certify that Mr. Javed Akib S/o Mr. Haseen Ahmed

student of BCA Of IMSNOIDA College, sec-56, Noida has completed online 

internship on “Web development using java” and successfully completed 

project on “Thakur Sidhaarth Photography” under the guidance of Mr. Abdul 

Samad at 

Inheritcode Pvt. Ltd. The training period was of eight weeks from, 

�����������

Inheritcode

3/13 First Floor, East Patel Nagar, 

Near Metro Station Patel Nagar,

Gate no.2, New Delhi-110008

www.inheritcode.com info@inheritcode.com

30.07.2020

To Whomsoever it May Concern



 

True Care Counselling Private Limited 

C-22, 1st Floor, Sector-2, NOIDA, Phone- +91-120-410-62-20, 

Email: - info@truec arecounselling.com, Website: - www.truecarecounselling.com 

 

True Care Counselling Private Limited 

C-22, 1st Floor, Sector-2, 

NOIDA, 

Phone- +91-120-410-62-20 

  

Date: - 16-03-2020 

  

 

Subject: -Offer Letter 

 

 

Dear Mr. Jitesh, 

 

Congratulations!!! 

 

As per your interview held with us, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected for the position of ‘SEO Executive Trainee’ based at our Noida Office. 
 

We look forward to your joining us on March 16th, 2020. 

 

 

Kindly revert to this mail as a token of your acceptance. 

 

You are required to undergo the completion of Joining Formalities and Induction. 

 

Kindly find enclosed the list of the do documents that are required to be submitted on the day of 

joining. 

 

Kindly submit the copy of your original PAN Card/Election Card/Aadhar Card/Driving 

License/Passport, Academic certificates, Four Photographs and Previous employment proof 

(Appointment letter, Salary slip). 

 

For any queries please feel free to contact us! 

 

Wish you all the Best!!! 

 

 

Regards 

 

 

 

 

 

Aditya Narayan Tiwari 

Manager-HR/Admin 

7065652417  



Jitesh Kumar from IMS Noida ( CCS University ) has successfully secured 
Digital Marketing internship at B2B Gifts India through Internshala.

2019-09-07

Certificate Number: 65FC3196-ACAA-661E-A72D-9EA8F4AEE9BE
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate



Shakshi  from IMS Noida has successfully secured Journalism Reporting
internship at OR KAMI GROUP through Internshala.

2020-02-21

Certificate Number: 240B3F62-9F66-FBA8-D525-C63DFF64811C
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Date: 06/07/2020 
 
 

Experience training letter 
 
 
This is to certify that Kartikey Singhal S/o O. P. M. Singhal has worked with GS 

Technocrats from May 04, 2020 to July 03, 2020. He was designated as Trainee 

Digital Marketing. 

 
We observe that candidate is obedient, honest and dedicated to his assignment, we 

wish him all the best for his future endeavours. 
 
 
For GS Technocrats 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandeep Singh 
 
(Senior Manager)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GS TECHNOCRATS 

Regd. Office: 12/603, Seawoods Estates, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra, India - 400706. 

E-mail: info@gstechnocrats.com, Website: www.gstechnocrats.com 



INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE
Of  Completion

Date

July 2020

(Pursuing BCA From IMSNOIDA College, Sector-62, Noida 

on successful completion of 8 weeks online training in

Web Development using Java.

during June - July 2020 

Project Developed : Thakur Sidhaarth Photography

THIS CERTIFICATE IS PROUDLY PRESENTED TO

KUNAL RAJPUT

�����������

Signature

Anurag Dhankhar



 

 

 

Genuine Is Rare 

 

Dear Lalit gupta, 

We are  pleased to inform your acceptance of an internship position in Graphic 

desighner .Your first day of joining will be 27.04.2020. In addition to your duties 

outlined in the interview, you will report to the founders directly.  During your internship, you will have an access to company’s clients,concept and 
confidential information. You agree that you will keep all this information and client 

information strictly confidential and will not share it with anyone outside the 

company. You will not use it for your own benefits and on completion of the 

internship; you will return documents  of the company. 

Congratulations on the Internship! 

Best Regards, 

Eatler India The World’s First Transparent Eatery 
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INTERNSHIP CERTIFICATE 
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Kuldeep Gautam 
CEO  A 4M b 
B  965  c 1 
G a aba  

 

mailto:ads4mob@gmail.com


BOT  INC .

X O R B

B - 1 / 6 3 8 A

3rd floor Janakpuri
N E W  D E L H I  -  5 8

 

T h i s  i s  t o  c e r t i f y  t h a t  M r .  G i r i s h  G y a n a n i  h a s  c o m p l e t e d  h i s  i n t e r n s h i p  w i t h  X o r b  f r o m  1 0 t h  S e p t .

t o  1 0 t h  N o v e m b e r  2 0 1 9 .

 

D u r i n g  t h i s  t i m e  h e  p e r f o r m e d  w i t h  d i s c i p l i n e  c o m p l e t i n g  a l l  t a s k s  a s s i g n e d  t o  h i m .  

H e  w a s  E n g a g e d  i n  W r i t i n g  a n d  P r o m o t i n g  C o n t e n t .  R e s p o n s i b l e

f o r  c r e a t i n g  P a i d  A d  C a m p a i g n s .  A c c o u n t a b l e  f o r  m a n a g i n g  S o c i a l  M e d i a  A c c o u n t s

a n d  p r o m o t i n g  a d s .  R e d u c e d  t h e  C a m p a i g n i n g  c o s t  b y  u s i n g  s o c i a l  m e d i a

s t r a t e g i e s . I m p l e m e n t i n g  a n d  D e v e l o p i n g  S o c i a l  M e d i a  M a r k e t i n g  S t r a t e g i e s  f o r

t h e  c o m p a n y .  C r e a t e d  s e v e r a l  g r a p h i c  d e s i g n s  f o r  t h e  c o m p a n i e s  s o c i a l  m e d i a

p a g e s  ( F a c e b o o k & I n s t a g r a m ) .  W r i t i n g  S E O  o p t i m i z e d  C o n t e n t  f o r  t h e  f i r m ’ s

b l o g  s i t e  o n  S h o p i f y .  M a n a g e d  t h e  S h o p i f y  s t o r e  o f  t h e  c o m p a n y .

 

W e  w i s h  h i m  l u c k  f o r  h i s  f u t u r e  e n d e v o r s .

 

 

R E G A R D S ,  
 
 
 
P R A G E E T  S H A R M A
( A U T H O R I S E D  S I G N A T O R Y )

Helpline No:   
1800 103 0346
www.xorb.in

Date: 10/11/2019
No.: 09/19/INT/002

To Whom It May Concern



Tarun	Chauhan
Data	Analytics	Consulting	Virtual	Internship

Certificate	of	Completion
July	1st,	2020

Over	the	period	of	June	2020	to	July	2020,	Tarun	Chauhan	has	completed	practical	task	modules	in:

Data	Quality	Assessment	

Data	Insights

Data	Insights	and	Presentation
Deborah	Yates	

National	Managing

Partner	People

Performance	and

Culture

	

Tom	Brunskill	

CEO,	Co-Founder	of

InsideSherpa

Enrolment	Verification	Code	WPcgespPbsYcRxWi3			|			User	Verification	Code	HAyAB8WNCuGfsLyDW			|		Issued	by	InsideSherpa

	

Inspiring	and	empowering	

future	professionals

http://insidesherpa.com/


CERTIFICATE  OF  INTERNSHIP

Manish  Kumar

WE  HEREBY  RECOGNIZE

has succesfully completed his Internship at

Locals Bazaars from June - July in Digital

Marketing.

Co-Founder
Madhumita Singh



CERTIFICATE  OF  INTERNSHIP

Manish  Kumar

WE  HEREBY  RECOGNIZE

has succesfully completed his Internship at

Locals Bazaars from June - July in Digital

Marketing.

Co-Founder
Madhumita Singh





Muskan Verma from IMS Noida has successfully secured Digital Media
internship at Times Internet Limited through Internshala.

2019-12-03

Certificate Number: 312A0097-6210-5EE0-6CCE-EE81539E5713
For certificate authentication please visit https://internshala.com/verify_certificate



01, Sep 2020

Date Signature

Certificate
THIS CERTIFICATE IS PRESENTED TO

DEVANSH SINGHWAL

For completing his internship for making our official website
askhumse.in

from the date 12 June to 14 august .

01, Sep 2020

Date Signature

Certificate
THIS CERTIFICATE IS PRESENTED TO

DEVANSH SINGHWAL

For completing his internship for making our official website
askhumse.in

from the date 12 June to 14 august .
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ICG/2020/048                 25-May-20 

  

Mr Nihkil, 

  

Subject – Internship for 2 months  

  

Dear Mr Nikhil,  

  

In response to your interview, we are pleased to inform you that you are selected to 

join our organization for 2 months Internship with details as below:  

  

Position: Intern   

Department – Video editing  

  

You will be working on projects for 2 working months on the project related to above 

mentioned Profile 

 

The certificate of completion will be issued. 

 

The training will be conducted for 3 days next week and you will be intimated soon. 

The Internship will start on 01.06.2020 

 

 

Thanking You.      

  

 

Dinesh Sharma 

(Chief Image Consultant) 

 

IMAGE  CONSULTING GROUP 
 

        Head Office: 310, D.L.F. Centre Point, Sector-11, Mathura Road, Faridabad, Haryana- 121006 (INDIA) 
                     (O): +91-129-4044778                                      (M): 9810731377, 9818023536 
                     Mail:  info@onesecondimpression.com            Web: www.onesecondimpression.com                 

 

mailto:info@onesecondimpression.com
http://www.topsurvey.in/
http://www.topsurvey.in/


www.rootscompanion.com  

Roots Companion 

Internship Offer Letter 
 

 
 

Date: May/05/2020 

Dear, Harshit Siwal  

We are delighted & excited to welcome you to Roots Companion as a BDE 

(Social Media) Intern. At Roots Companion, we believe that our team is our 

biggest strength and we take pride in hiring ONLY the best and the 

brightest. We are confident that you would play a significant role in the 

overall success of the venture and wish you the most enjoyable, learning 

packed and truly meaningful internship experience with Roots Companion. 

 

Your appointment will be governed by the terms and conditions 

presented in the Annexure A. 

 

We look forward to you joining us.  Please do not hesitate to call us for  

any information you may need. Also, please sign the duplicate of this offer 

as your acceptance and forward the same to us. 

 

 
Congratulations! Welcome to Roots Companion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shivam Goyal 

Founder) 
Soniya Giri 

(Co-Founder) 

http://www.rootscompanion.com/


www.rootscompanion.com  

Annexure A 
 

 

You shall be governed by the following terms and condition of 

service during your internship with Roots Companion, and those 

may be amended from time to time. 

 

1. You are being hired as a BDE (Social Media) Intern and 

Soniya Giri would be your Reporting Manager and Mentor 

during the Internship. As a Social Media Intern you would be 

responsible for: 

 Knowledge of online advertising platforms is needed. 

 Poster Making, Video Designing, Online Ads Creation will be a major part 

of workings. 

 Develop social media campaigns that help to achieve corporate marketing 

goals. 

 Monitor the company’s social media accounts and offer constructive 

interaction with users. 

 Analyze the long-term needs of the company’s social media strategy and 

suggest the same. 

  Create methods for reaching to the potential clients and generating the 

leads in the same. 

 

2. Your date of joining is May/11/2020 and the duration of the 

internship would be 6 weeks. During this time you are expected 

to devote your time and efforts to Roots Companion work in the 

best possible manner. You are also required to let your mentor 

know about forthcoming events (if there are any) in advance so 

that your work can be planned accordingly. 

 

3. You will be working virtually for the duration of the internship. 

There will be catch ups scheduled with your mentor to discuss 

http://www.rootscompanion.com/


www.rootscompanion.com  

work   progress   and overall  internship experience at regular 

intervals. 

 

 

4. All the work that you will produce at or in relation to Roots 

Companion will be the intellectual property of Roots 

Companion. You are not allowed to store, copy, sell, share, and 

distribute it to a third party under any circumstances. Similarly 

you are expected to refrain from talking about your work in 

public domains (both online such as blogging, social networking 

site and offline among your friends, college etc.) without prior 

discussion and approval with your mentor. 

 

5. We take data privacy and security very seriously and to maintain 

confidentiality of any students, customers, clients, and companies’ data and contact details that you may get access to 
during your internship will be your responsibility. Roots 

Companion operates on zero tolerance principle with regard to 

any breach of data security guidelines. At the completion of the 

internship you are expected to hand over all Roots Companion 

work/data stored on your Personal Computer to your mentor 

and delete the same from your machine. 

 

6. Under normal circumstances either the company or you may 

terminate this association by providing a notice of 7 days 

without assigning any reason. However, the company may 

terminate this agreement forthwith under situations of in- 

disciplinary behaviours. 

 

7. You are expected to conduct yourself with utmost 

professionalism in dealing with your mentor, team members, 

colleagues, clients and customers and treat everyone with due 

respect. 

http://www.rootscompanion.com/


www.rootscompanion.com  

8.  Roots Companion is a Start-Up and we love people who like to 

go beyond the normal call of the duty and can think out of the 

box. Surprise us with your passion, intelligence, creativity and 

hard work – and expect appreciation & rewards to follow. 

 

9. Expect constant and continuous objective feedback from your 

mentor and other team members and we encourage you to ask 

for and provide feedback at every possible  opportunity.  It’s 
your right to receive and give feedback – this is the ONLY way 

we all can continuously push ourselves to do better. 

 

10. Have fun at what you do and do the right thing – both the 

principles are core of what Roots Companion stands for and we 

expect you to imbibe them in your day to day actions and 

continuously challenge us if we are falling short of expectations 

on either of them. 

 

 
11. This is a Non-Stipend Internship, All the promised perquisites will 

be provided on time during the internship period (Flexible 

Working, Webinars & Certificates). 

 

 
Acknowledgement Copy 

 

 
I have negotiated, agreed, read and understood all the terms and 

conditions of this Internship letter as well as Annexure hereto and affix 

my signature in complete acceptance of the terms of the letter. 

 

 
Date: Signature: 

Place: Name: 

http://www.rootscompanion.com/


 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

www.rootscompanion.com 

http://www.rootscompanion.com/




Noida Office: 

H-25, LGF, Office no – 6, 

Sector-63, Noida, 
(G.B. Nagar), Uttar Pradesh-201301 Ph. 
No. 120-6544439 

Canada Office: 

3-3055, Nimpkish Dundas 

Street West Suite #159, 

Mississauga PI, Duncan, 

British Columbia, 

 

 

 
 

Reference No. : OFR/CW/010 

Date: 10/05/2019 

 
 

Subject: Offer Letter for the Post of– Content Writer 
 

Dear Shubham, 

 

This is with reference to the interview you had with us for the subject position. We are pleased to inform you that 

you have been selected for the said post on the basis of your performance in the interview and are being offered 

the employment with our company. 

 
 

You shall receive monthly gross emolument of Rs. 10,000 CTC. 

This is the total cost to the company and all necessary taxes will be deducted at source as per statutory requirements. 

 

The company retains the right to re-structure the components of your emoluments, while protecting the gross 

emolument value, as per the prevalent policies / change in policies as adopted by the company from time to time. 

The salary break up shall be provided to you at the time of joining with your Appointment Letter. 

 

You will be under probation period for 3 months. 

Appointment letter and employment id generally get issued after 15 working days. The issuing of the same is at 

the jurisdiction of the company after scrutinizing your performance. 

You will be governed by the company’s personnel policy, Rule of conduct, Non – Disclosure Agreement and all 

other company policies as applicable to you from time to time. 

 

If you join on or after 1st of any month than your current month salary will be given with the next month’s salary. 
Company has full right to terminate the candidate and once terminated, full and final will be given after 45 days 

from the date of termination. If the termination is within a month then company will not provide full and final 

settlement. 

 
 

As agreed your base location will be Noida and you shall report to office for assuming your duties with the 

company on 11 May, 2019 @ 10:00 am. On the joining day you shall report your presence to the HR who shall 

help you fulfill your joining formalities and introduce you to the relevant team members you would be working 

with. Do carry this offer letter and the below mentioned documents for the joining formalities. 



Noida Office: 

H-25, LGF, Office no – 6, 

Sector-63, Noida, 
(G.B. Nagar), Uttar Pradesh-201301 Ph. 
No. 120-6544439 

Canada Office: 

3-3055, Nimpkish Dundas 

Street West Suite #159, 

Mississauga PI, Duncan, 

British Columbia, 

 

 

 

At the time of joining you would be required to submit the following documents as part of joining formalities: 

 

a) 3 Passport size photographs 

b) Copies of last 3 salary slips as issued by your previous employer 

c) Copies of educational certificates 

d) Experience letter from previous employers 

e) Relieving letter in original from the previous employer 

f) Copy of your PAN Card 

g) Copy of any one of the following – Driving License, Passport, Ration Card or Voters ID Card 

 

This offer is subject to your background check which company may do pre or post employment and in case of 

any negativity, company may take necessary disciplinary action which may lead to termination. 

 

Please sign a copy of this letter and return it to us as a token of your acceptance of this letter. 

 

We welcome you as a member of our team and wish you a successful career with Qorvatech Pvt. Ltd. 

 For Qorvatech PVT.LTD. 

 
 

(Authorized Signatory) 

 

 

 

Signature:   Date:    

Accept Job Offer 

 
By signing and dating this letter below, I Shubham Raj accept this job offer of Content Writer by 

Qorvatech Pvt. Ltd. 



Subject: Internship Offer letter

Rejolt Talks
Hyderabad , Telangana

Contact Person : M.Sai Prashanth

Again, congratulations and we look forward to working with you.

Yours sincerely,
for Rejolt Talks

M.Sai Prashanth
Signatory Authority Name
Designation – Manager

Dear Abhishek ,

In reference to your application we would like to congratulate you on being selected for
internship with Rejolt Talks based at Hyderabad , Telangana. Your training is scheduled
to start effective 25th August 2020 for a period of 1 months. It is a work from internship
available in this pandemic. All of us at Rejolt Talks are excited that you will be joining
our team!

As such, your internship will include training/orientation and focus primarily on learning and
developing new skills and gaining a deeper understanding of concepts through hands-on
application of the knowledge you learned in class.

The project details and technical platform will be shared with you on or before
commencement of training

Date – 26th August 2020  

Abhishek Rai
Rejolt Talks
Hyderabad , Telangana





Solve  
262, Lane No. 4, Westend Marg, Saket, New Delhi - 110030 
info@road-safety.co.in 

OFFER CUM APPOINTMENT LETTER 
 

Dear Rashika Ratanlaxmi  

This is with reference to your application and subsequent test/interview you had with us, we are 
pleased to offer you the position of Policy Intern in Indian Road Safety Campaign, SOLVE on the 
following terms and conditions (Please refer to the subsequent heading ‘Terms and Conditions’) 

 
Please review, acknowledge and accept the offer cum appointment letter with the ‘Terms and 
Conditions’. These terms will be effective from the date of your joining the team, and sets forth the 
terms under which Solve would get your services as a Policy Intern. 

 

Title Policy Intern  

Responsibilities  
1. Find an area prone to road accident in your city 
2. Survey and analyze the area to find out the problems 
3. Design solutions with the help of our experts and get them 
implemented by meeting authorities 

Stipend INR 5000 per team * 

Start Date 1st June 2020 

End Date 1st Dec 2020 

No. of work 
hours 

8-12 hours per week 

Days of reporting Flexible 

Benefits Certificate of Internship** 

*Stipend applicable on completion of all 5 phases (Post Implementation) 

**The certificate will be provided upon implementation of the project and submitting a signed letter                             
from the authority 

 

 
 

 
     Office: 262, Lane No. 4, Westend Marg, Saket, New Delhi - 110030 

Ph: 8860397532, 9871901793 Email:  info@road-safety.co.in,  Website: www.road-safety.co.in  

mailto:info@road-safety.co.in
http://www.road-safety.co.in/


 

After receiving this offer letter, please submit your Aadhaar Card (Mandatory for Identification purpose) 
and Others i.e. PAN Card, 10th Marksheet, 12th Marksheet and Graduation Marksheet (Wherever 
applicable) by filling up this form:  

https://forms.gle/1w2tpfksAxHv4QSGA 

We look forward to your joining our team for a long, successful and pleasant association. 

Terms and Conditions of the Offer 
1. Benefits 

You will be entitled to certificates and other benefits only on completion of the respective Tenure                               
as per the Solve policy.  
 

2. Place of Work 
Work from Home 
 

3. Professional Ethics 
You shall not conduct yourself in any manner amounting to a breach of the confidence reposed in                                 
you or inconsistent with the position of responsibility occupied by you. Please deal with the                             
campaign’s money, material, and documents with utmost honesty and professional ethics.  
 

4. Non-Solicitation of the Campaign 
 

You agree that during your internship/ project duration and after your tenure with the Solve ends,                               
whatever the reason of abrupt termination (if any), you will not directly, or indirectly, aid, solicit or                                 
induce any other associate of the Solve to leave their position. 
 

5. Solve Policies 
You agree that as part of your position responsibilities, you will follow the guidelines, standards,                             
rules, policies and practices of the Solve prevailing from time to time. You agree that the Solve may                                   
change any of the job guidelines, standards, rules, policies and practices from time to time and that                                 
such change will apply to your job responsibilities and be binding on you after the effective date of                                   
change. 
 
Kindly note that you are the ambassadors of Solve, and any action of yours, contrary to any of the                                     
above mentioned clauses shall render you liable to termination with immediate effect from position,                           
notwithstanding any other terms and conditions of your appointment.  

 
6. Termination from Tenure  

Solve may terminate your tenure based on the continuous reviews or in the event of misconduct.                               
Following events shall amount to misconduct –  

● Committing an act of indiscipline which tarnishes the Solve reputation 
● Non-compliance with any of the terms & conditions of your position or                       

instructions/regulations issued by Solve from time to time 
Team SOLVE has the right to terminate you from the project in case of any indiscipline/ non-submission                                 
of targets. 
 
7. Leaving the position before Tenure Completion: 

a. You will not get any Certificate,falling in incompletion of tenure. 

 

https://forms.gle/1w2tpfksAxHv4QSGA


 

b. You Won’t be receiving a stipend of that month when you leave.(Wherever Applicable) 
c. You have to serve the Notice Period before leaving the particular project. 

 
8. Verification 

You agree to submit the following documents to Solve at the time of starting your tenure with Solve                                   
in the google form mentioned above 

● Aadhar Number (Mandatory) 
● PAN Card (Not Mandatory) 
● Marksheets (Not Mandatory) 

 
9. Absence 

Please inform in advance if you are unable to discharge your duties for the assigned position due to                                   
some unavoidable reasons, so that the activities are not hindered in any form. If no information is                                 
provided in advance, then the absence will be treated as abandonment of the duties. Solve believes                               
in services with commitment and dedication from it’s team members.   

10. IPR Agreement- IPR’s of Any of the intellectual resources / product / research developed by you                               
with support from solve during your tenure, would rest with SOLVE and SOLVE would have the                               
right to use the same going forward. One would have no right to sell/further process the content                                 
without prior consent of SOLVE. 

 
11. Non-Disclosure Agreement 

As a team member of SOLVE, the organisation may disclose or share the critical                           
information/resources with you. You will not disclose the information/resource to anyone else in                         
complete or part without SOLVE’s written consent in prior. Doing so can lead to legal actions. 
 

13. You won't be liable for any certificate/ stipend if you are terminated from the organisation. 
 

14. FNF Period- Your Full and final settlement with the organisation after your completion would be 15                                 
days from the last day of your tenure. (This includes all the deliverables from the organisation-                               
Monetary and Non-Monetary) 
 
Please note that this offer letter is not a confirmation of any individual completing their tenure. The                                 
certificate received by any individual would be a proof that they have completed their tenure from                               
the organisation.  
 
 
Please sign the duplicate copy of this letter as a token of acceptance of the Terms and Conditions. 

 
Sincerely Yours, 

Authorised Signatory 

 

Disclaimer by Candidate 

 



 

 

I _____________________________ do accept the offer and agree with all terms and conditions 
without any objection. 

 

___________________________ 

Signature of the Candidate 

 



 

  
Dear Arti Sharma   

This is with reference to your application and subsequent test/interview you had with us, we are pleased to offer 

you the position of Policy Intern in Indian Road Safety Campaign, SOLVE on the following terms and conditions 

(Please refer to the subsequent heading ‘Terms and Conditions’)  
  

Please review, acknowledge and accept the offer cum appointment letter with the ‘Terms and Conditions’. These 
terms will be effective from the date of your joining the team, and sets forth the terms under which Solve would 

get your services as a Policy Intern.  

  

Title  Policy Intern   

Responsibilities    

1. Find an area prone to road accident in your city  

2. Survey and analyze the area to find out the problems  

3. Design solutions with the help of our experts and get them 

implemented by meeting authorities  

Stipend  INR 5000 per team *  

Start Date  1st June 2020  

End Date  1st Dec 2020  

No. of work 

hours  

8-12 hours per week  

Days of reporting  Flexible  

Benefits  Certificate of Internship**  

*Stipend applicable on completion of all 5 phases (Post Implementation)  

**The certificate will be provided upon implementation of the project and submitting a signed letter from the 

authority  

  

Solve 
    

2 6 2 ,   L a n e   N o .   4 ,   W e s t e n d   M a r g ,   S a k e t ,   N e w   D e l h i   -   1 1 0 0 3 0   
i n f o @ r o a d - s a f e t y . c o . i n  

  

O F F E R   C U M   A P P O I N T M E N T   L E T T E R   



 

  

  

  

     Office:  262, Lane No. 4, Westend Marg, Saket, New Delhi - 110030  

Ph:  8860397532, 9871901793 E mail:   i nfo@road-safety.co.in,   W ebsite:  w ww.road-safety.co.in   
  

After receiving this offer letter, please submit your Aadhaar Card (Mandatory for Identification purpose) and 

Others i.e. PAN Card, 10th Marksheet, 12th Marksheet and Graduation Marksheet (Wherever applicable) by filling 

up this form:   

https://forms.gle/1w2tpfksAxHv4QSGA  

We look forward to your joining our team for a long, successful and pleasant association.  

Terms and Conditions of the Offer  

1. Benefits  

You will be entitled to certificates and other benefits o nly on completion of the respective Tenure as per the 

Solve policy.   

  

2. Place of Work Work from Home  

  

3. Professional Ethics  

You shall not conduct yourself in any manner amounting to a breach of the confidence reposed in you or 

inconsistent with the position of responsibility occupied by you. Please deal with the campaign’s money, 
material, and documents with utmost honesty and professional ethics.   

  

4. Non-Solicitation of the Campaign  

  

You agree that during your internship/ project duration and after your tenure with the Solve ends, whatever 

the reason of abrupt termination (if any), you will not directly, or indirectly, aid, solicit or induce any other 

associate of the Solve to leave their position.  

  

5. Solve Policies  

You agree that as part of your position responsibilities, you will follow the guidelines, standards, rules, policies 

and practices of the Solve prevailing from time to time. You agree that the Solve may change any of the job 

guidelines, standards, rules, policies and practices from time to time and that such change will apply to your 

job responsibilities and be binding on you after the effective date of change.  

  

Kindly note that you are the ambassadors of Solve, and any action of yours, contrary to any of the above 

mentioned clauses shall render you liable to termination with immediate effect from position, notwithstanding 

any other terms and conditions of your appointment.   

  

6. Termination from Tenure   

Solve may terminate your tenure based on the continuous reviews or in the event of misconduct.  

Following events shall amount to misconduct –   

● Committing an act of indiscipline which tarnishes the Solve reputation  

● Non-compliance with any of the terms & conditions of your position or instructions/regulations 

issued by Solve from time to time  

Team SOLVE has the right to terminate you from the project in case of any indiscipline/ non-submission of targets.  

  

7. Leaving the position before Tenure Completion:  

a. You will not get any Certificate,falling in incompletion of tenure.  

b. You Won’t be receiving a stipend of that month when you leave.(Wherever Applicable)  

http://www.road-safety.co.in/
http://www.road-safety.co.in/
http://www.road-safety.co.in/
https://forms.gle/1w2tpfksAxHv4QSGA


 

c. You have to serve the Notice Period before leaving the particular project.  

  

8. Verification  

You agree to submit the following documents to Solve at the time of starting your tenure with Solve in the 

google form mentioned above  

● Aadhar Number (Mandatory)  

● PAN Card (Not Mandatory)  

● Marksheets (Not Mandatory)  

  

9. Absence  

Please inform in advance if you are unable to discharge your duties for the assigned position due to some 

unavoidable reasons, so that the activities are not hindered in any form. If no information is provided in 

advance, then the absence will be treated as abandonment of the duties. Solve believes in services with 

commitment and dedication from it’s team members.   

10. IPR Agreement- IPR’s of Any of the intellectual resources / product / research developed by you with support 
from solve during your tenure, would rest with SOLVE and SOLVE would have the right to use the same going 

forward. One would have no right to sell/further process the content without prior consent of SOLVE.  

  

11. Non-Disclosure Agreement  

As a team member of SOLVE, the organisation may disclose or share the critical information/resources with 

you. You will not disclose the information/resource to anyone else in complete or part without SOLVE’s written 
consent in prior. Doing so can lead to legal actions.  

  

13. You won't be liable for any certificate/ stipend if you are terminated from the organisation.  

  

14. FNF Period- Your Full and final settlement with the organisation after your completion would be 15 days from 

the last day of your tenure. (This includes all the deliverables from the organisation- Monetary and Non-

Monetary)  

  

Please note that this offer letter is not a confirmation of any individual completing their tenure. The certificate 

received by any individual would be a proof that they have completed their tenure from the organisation.   

  

  

Please sign the duplicate copy of this letter as a token of acceptance of the Terms and Conditions.  

  

Sincerely Yours,  

Authorised Signatory  

  

Disclaimer by Candidate  

  

I _____Arti Sharma________________________ do accept the offer and agree with all terms and conditions 

without any objection.  

  

 Signature of the Candidate  

              Arti Sharma 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Date: 06/07/2020 
 
 

Experience training letter 
 
 
This is to certify that Prajwal Prakash Chhabra S/o S. P. Chhabra has worked with 

GS Technocrats from May 04, 2020 to July 03, 2020. He was designated as Trainee 

Digital Marketing. 

 
We observe that candidate is obedient honest and dedicated to his assignment, we 

wish him all the best for his future endeavours. 
 
 
For GS Technocrats 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandeep Singh 
 
(Senior Manager)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GS TECHNOCRATS 

Regd. Office: 12/603, Seawoods Estates, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra, India - 400706. 

E-mail: info@gstechnocrats.com, Website: www.gstechnocrats.com 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Date: 06/07/2020 
 
 

Experience training letter 
 
 
This is to certify that Prajwal Prakash Chhabra S/o S. P. Chhabra has worked with 

GS Technocrats from May 04, 2020 to July 03, 2020. He was designated as Trainee 

Digital Marketing. 

 
We observe that candidate is obedient honest and dedicated to his assignment, we 

wish him all the best for his future endeavours. 
 
 
For GS Technocrats 
 
 
 
 
 
Sandeep Singh 
 
(Senior Manager)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GS TECHNOCRATS 

Regd. Office: 12/603, Seawoods Estates, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra, India - 400706. 

E-mail: info@gstechnocrats.com, Website: www.gstechnocrats.com 



Certificate of Training

Mohit Kumar Jaiswal

from INSTITUTE 0F MANAGEMENT STUDIES,NOIDA has successfully completed a six weeks online training 

on Programming with Python from 15th June, 2020 to 27th July, 2020. The training consisted of 

Introduction to Python, Using Variables in Python, Basics of Programming in Python, Principles of Object-

oriented Programming (OOP), Connecting to SQLite Database, Developing a GUI with PyQT and 

Application of Python in Various Disciplines modules. In the final assessment, Mohit Kumar scored 88% 

marks. We wish Mohit Kumar all the best for the future. 

Date of certification: 2020-07-25 Certificate no. : 7EA260F6-0818-B7B3-DAE5-FD724B07CB82

For certificate authentication, please visit https://trainings.internshala.com/verify_certificate



 

To, 

Raghav Kumar Mishra 

Re-Letter Of Appointment 

Monday, June 22, 2020 

 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent discussions you have had 

with us. We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Graphic Designer with effect from 01st July 2020. 

You will not be paid any compensation. 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the work which she 

assigns and delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required to work with the team for the 

Blitzjobs initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you will not, during or 

after your employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your best endeavours to prevent the 

publication or disclosure of) any trade secrets or other confidential information of or relating to the Company or any 

associated entities or any user of the Company’s services or any company, organization or business with which the 

Company is involved in any kind of business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of 

the Company or any associated entity or in respect of which the Company owes an obligation of confidence to any 

third party.    

You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any other sum due to you, any sums which 

you may owe the Company including, without limitation, any overpayments or loans made to you by the Company. 

This is without prejudice to any other remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums.  

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the terms and conditions 

set therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter by 23rd June 2020. We look forward to 

working with you. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

___________________________      __________________________ 

Candidate Name                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                             Sweta Singh 

Date:                                                                                                                             Co-Founder & Head of Talent Acquisition Dept 

Date:  

      

      

      

      

 

            



 

To, 

Rajnish Kumar 

Re-Letter Of Appointment 

Monday, June 22, 2020 

 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent discussions you have had 

with us. We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Digital Marketing + Cold Calling with effect from 01st 

July 2020. 

You will not be paid any compensation. 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the work which she 

assigns and delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required to work with the team for the 

Blitzjobs initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you will not, during or 

after your employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your best endeavours to prevent the 

publication or disclosure of) any trade secrets or other confidential information of or relating to the Company or any 

associated entities or any user of the Company’s services or any company, organization or business with which the 

Company is involved in any kind of business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of 

the Company or any associated entity or in respect of which the Company owes an obligation of confidence to any 

third party.    

You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any other sum due to you, any sums which 

you may owe the Company including, without limitation, any overpayments or loans made to you by the Company. 

This is without prejudice to any other remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums.  

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the terms and conditions 

set therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter by 23rd June 2020. We look forward to 

working with you. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

___________________________      __________________________ 

Candidate Name                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                             Sweta Singh 

Date:                                                                                                                             Co-Founder & Head of Talent Acquisition Dept 

Date:  

      

      

      

      

 

            





 
 
 
 
 

www.technomatrix.in 
 

 

CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP 

This is to certify that Mrs. Ritika omar has completed his internship in website development from 1st July 2020 to  

30th August 2020. 

 

She excels in her field of work with dedication and she has always room for improvement for his                   

continuous development of her skills and abilities.She has excellent work ethics and competitive skills. 

 

This certification was issued upon his request. 

 

 

 

 
Piyush Mistry 

CEO 

Hype Strew 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

+91 9173936131 

+91 8485939745 

749/9, G.I.D.C. Makarpura, 

Vadodara - 390 010 

Gujarat - India 

HypeStrew@gmail.com 

http://www.technomatrix.in/
mailto:HypeStrew@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

Date : 05-June-2020  

Name : Sachin Kumar  

Location :Ghaziabad 

 
Dear  Sachin 

 
Subject : Internship for 2 months 

 
With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Web Designing.  

 

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 15-June-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

 
As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates. 

• Passport size photographs. 

• No objection from College. (optional) 

• Address Proof. 

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy). 

 
You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

 
We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

 
Sincerely, 

  
 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 
 





  

  

Maruti 
Suzuki 

 

                                                                              (Maruti Suzuki Service, 37, Patparganj Industrial Area) 

Industrial training is an indispensable part of any curriculum. It provides  

the students with an opportunity to gain experience on the practical  

application of our knowledge. 

Company express children’s gratitude for all the people at Maruti Suzuki India Limited who 

helped them during the past four weeks. The exposure and experience 

gained at Maruti has been unique. 

In this training we would like to thank Mr. Sameev Bhatnaagar. (DPM Assembly Shop-1) 

for giving us this opportunity to help the children in their departments and guiding them 

through the projects for his constant guidance and support, Company would also like to 
express the sincere gratitude to Ms. Shivani Tomar, for completing this training of Sales and 

Developing Management successfully. 

 

Dheeraj Chopra (8920421654)   

SALES AND DEVELOPING MANAGER  



 



INTERNSHIP COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

SHIVAM SACHDEVA
has successfully completed internship as a Fundraiser

from 18/07/2020  to 18/08/2020  at Samagra Foundation.

This is to certify that

MAYURI SABALE

Intern Program Manager

SANKET KAPOLE

Chief Managing Officer

SAMAGRA FOUNDATION
VASUDAIVA KUTUMBAKAM

DATE: 20/08/2020



CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP

We present this certificate to:

In appreciation for your work as an _____________________ Intern at

Commondove. You have shown true commitment and diligence

during the course of this internship and have successfully

completed all the assigned tasks. The internship was

conducted between _________________ and _________________ .

Dr Ankita Nirwan

www.commondove.com

2018 © Commondove

Certificate UID : _________________________

commondove

Digitally signed 
by ANKITA 
NIRWAN
Date: 
2020-09-05 
12:17:31

Admin
Typewriter
CD/INT/2020-21/912

Admin
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04/09/2020
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College Representative
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Typewriter
Sandeep Singh Papola



CERTIFICATE OF INTERNSHIP

We present this certificate to:

In appreciation for your work as an _____________________ Intern at

Commondove. You have shown true commitment and diligence

during the course of this internship and have successfully

completed all the assigned tasks. The internship was

conducted between _________________ and _________________ .

Dr Ankita Nirwan

www.commondove.com

2018 © Commondove

Certificate UID : _________________________

commondove

Digitally signed 
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2020-09-05 
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TO, 

Sanjay Singh 

Re: Letter of Appointment 

                                                                                                                                                     June 01, 2020 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent 

discussions you have had with us. We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Marketing 

Analysis and Digital Marketing with effect from 15th June,2020.  

You will not be paid any compensation. 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the 

work which she assigns and delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required 

to work with the team MARKETING for the solar initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you 

will not, during or after your employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your 

best endeavours to prevent the publication or disclosure of) any trade secrets or other confidential 

information of or relating to the Company or any associated entities or any user of the Company’s 
services or any company, organization or business with which the Company is involved in any 

kind of business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of the 

Company or any associated entity or in respect of which the Company owes an obligation of 

confidence to any third party.    

You must not at any time remove from the Company’s premises any documents or items which 

belong to the Company or which contain any Confidential Information without proper advance 

authorization from your reporting manager.  

You must return to the Company upon request and, in any event, upon the termination of your 

employment, all documents, records and other papers (including copies and extracts), items and 

other property of whatsoever nature which belong to the Company or which contain or refer to 

any confidential information and which are in your possession or under your control.  

You must, if requested by the Company and, in any event, upon the termination of your 

employment, delete all confidential Information from any devices owned or controlled by you and 

destroy all other documents and tangible items which contain or refer to any confidential 

information and which are in your possession or under your control.  



You acknowledge that all IP Rights, inventions and all materials embodying them shall 

automatically belong to the Company to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

 

To the extent not vested in the Company by operation of law and upon creation or such rights and 

inventions, you hereby assign, transfer, grant, and otherwise convey absolutely, with full title 

guarantee, to the Company all of your entire right, title and interest in and to the Intellectual 

Property for the full term of such rights and all renewals and extensions, together with all accrued 

causes of action.  

 

You will do everything necessary or desirable at the Company’s expense to vest the Intellectual 
Property fully in the Company and/or to secure patent or appropriate forms of protection for the 

Intellectual Property. Decisions as to the protection or exploitation of any Intellectual Property 

shall be in the absolute discretion of the Company. You agree to give all necessary assistance, at 

the Company’s expense, to the Company to enable it to enforce its Intellectual Property Rights 
against third parties, to defend claims for infringement of third party Intellectual Property Rights 

and to apply for registration of Intellectual Property Rights, where appropriate throughout the 

world, and for the full term of those rights.  

 

The Company reserves the right to make reasonable changes to any of your terms and conditions 

of employment. Such changes will take effect upon written notification to you and those changes 

will be an addendum to this contract.  

In the event, that the Company suspects that you have committed misconduct or neglect of duties, 

the Company reserves the right to terminate the internship with/without cause and with/without 

a notice period. You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any 

other sum due to you, any sums which you may owe the Company including, without limitation, 

any over payments or loans made to you by the Company. This is without prejudice to any other 

remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums.  

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the 

terms and conditions set therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter 
by June 2nd 2020. We look forward to working with you. 

 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

________________                                                                          __________________ 

Sanjay Singh                                                                                               Sweta Singh 

Date:                                                                                                           Human Resource Manager 

                                                                                                                     Date: 01/06/2020 



Date: July 25, 2020
Mr.	Sanskar	Nunheriya4th Floor, Krishnakunj ApartmentVikar Marg, Sector 70Noida
Sub:	Offer	Letter	as	Digital	Marketing	InternDear Sanskar,Congratulations! This is in reference to your candidature for undertaking your internship at mycelebswag.com. Based on your application, we hereby make an offer to you for an internship opportunity in the domain of digital marketing for our organisation.We will be considering your candidature and reviewing your performance and attitude and based on your overall contribution confirm this offer into a formal appointment as intern within one month. Initially the duration will be for one month, however, it can be extended based on mutual consent. This assignment would require promoting mycelebswag on social media, which will be useful in creating brand awareness, and generating followers for the organization and maintaining close relationships with fashion trendy generation of today. You may be tasked to promote events organized by mycelebswag. Therefore, it would require serious commitment and consistent effort. But we can assure you that it will transform you into great personnel. We ensure you that we will not only contribute towards your professional growth but also provide you with a stipend of Rs.1000, the grant of which would be subject to your contribution of the organizational goals and objectives assigned to you for a particular month. For the provision of stipend, you would be required to share a daily report through a file shared with you.There shall be a meeting every week, whereby you will share the progress regarding the responsibilities assigned to you. However, you are free to call anytime, in case any concern.We are pleased to have you on board as our Digital Marketing Intern from July 20th, 2020, and hereby welcome you to team mycelebswag. Looking forward to a long-term mutually beneficial professional relationship with you.Best wishes
Yashika	Saini
Manager	- Onboarding	&	Engagement#2447, Sector – 79, Mohali. (Punjab) Mb: 07009356858 Email: fashionera@mycelebswag.com



 

 

 

 

 

Date : 09-June-2020  

Name : Sarthak Mittal  

Location :Ghaziabad 

 
Dear  Sarthak 

 
Subject : Internship for 2 months 

 
With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Web Development.  

 

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 19-June-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

 
As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates. 

• Passport size photographs. 

• No objection from College. (optional) 

• Address Proof. 

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy). 

 
You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

 
We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

 
Sincerely, 

  
 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 
 



Monday, 17th July, 2017

TO WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that Mr./Ms. Saurabh Pandey, has successfully taken part in the Beta Developer-

Testing program of Ezq, from 30th June 2017 to 7th July 2017. 

During the program he/she was found dedicated and the activities included getting familiar with the

platform, creating & managing content, and marketing skills.

We wish him/her all the best for future endeavours.

Best Regards,

Sindhu Kolli

Co-Founder, Ezq

KiwistaLabs, Hyderabad

sindhu@kiwistalabs.com

http://kiwistalabs.com

http://getezq.com
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development I consultancy I training 

Date: 05/01/2020 Ref: DU/CM18/A43/10039 

SAURAV KUMAR 

College Roll No. 
180919106158,  

IMS Noida, 

Sector - 62, Noida (UP). 

Dear Saurav, 

This is with reference to your application that we had in respect of 'Summer 
Training' sought by you with the Company. 

In this connection, we are pleased to inform you that it has been decided to take 
you as "Network Administrator" for a period of approx 2 Months i.e. 
January 2020 to March 2020. 

For this training period, you will be working under the guidance of Mr. Ajit or any 

other person deputed by him to impart training to you and you will work in 
accordance with the directions given to you from time to time by the person 

under whom you may be directed to work. He will work weekday (Monday to 
Friday) for 5 hours and timing 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. 

During the training period, you will be governed by the rules of the company as 

are applicable to Trainees. 

 

Corporate Office:  
A-52 & A-43, Sector-16, 
Noida 201301 (U.P.) INDIA 
Tel : 0120-4646464 
Mobile : 09871055180 
Email : info@ducatindia.com 
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ICG/2020/041                 25-May-20 

  

Ms Shivangi, 

  

Subject – Internship for 2 months  

  

Dear Ms Shivangi,  

  

In response to your interview, we are pleased to inform you that you are selected to 

join our organization for 2 months Internship with details as below:  

  

Position: Intern   

Department – Digital Marketing & social Media Management  

  

You will be working on projects for 2 working months on the project related to above 

mentioned Profile 

 

The certificate of completion will be issued. 

 

The training will be conducted for 3 days next week and you will be intimated soon. 

The Internship will start on 01.06.2020 

  

Thanking You.      

  

 

Dinesh Sharma 

(Chief Image Consultant) 

 

IMAGE  CONSULTING GROUP 
 

        Head Office: 310, D.L.F. Centre Point, Sector-11, Mathura Road, Faridabad, Haryana- 121006 (INDIA) 
                     (O): +91-129-4044778                                      (M): 9810731377, 9818023536 
                     Mail:  info@onesecondimpression.com            Web: www.onesecondimpression.com                 

 

mailto:info@onesecondimpression.com
http://www.topsurvey.in/
http://www.topsurvey.in/


 

 

 

 

 

Date : 01-May-2020  

Name : Shubham Dhupar  

Location :Ghaziabad 

 
Dear Shubham 

 
Subject : Internship for 2 months 

 
With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Software Development.  

 

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 10-May-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

 
As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates. 

• Passport size photographs. 

• No objection from College. (optional) 

• Address Proof. 

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy). 

 
You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

 
We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

 
Sincerely, 

  
 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Date : 01-May-2020  

Name : Shubham Dhupar  

Location :Ghaziabad 

 
Dear Shubham 

 
Subject : Internship for 2 months 

 
With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Software Development.  

 

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 10-May-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

 
As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates. 

• Passport size photographs. 

• No objection from College. (optional) 

• Address Proof. 

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy). 

 
You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

 
We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

 
Sincerely, 

  
 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 
 





Amit Kumar

21076389

July 25, 2020

#startupindia Learning program



SHUBHAM KUMAR DUBEY

This is to certify that, Mr. Shubham Kumar Dubey 

carried out the project  JHOOM INDIA (A National 

Level Talent Hunt Programme for the PWDs) from  

1st July 2020 – 1st August 2020, a period of 4 

weeks.



An ISO 9001:2000 Company 
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development I consultancy I training 

Date: 05/01/2020 Ref: DU/CM18/A43/10040 

SURAJ KUMAR 

College Roll No. 
180919106179,  

IMS Noida, 

Sector - 62, Noida (UP). 

Dear Suraj, 

This is with reference to your application that we had in respect of 'Summer 
Training' sought by you with the Company. 

In this connection, we are pleased to inform you that it has been decided to take 
you as "Network Administrator" for a period of approx 2 Months i.e. 
January 2020 to March 2020. 

For this training period, you will be working under the guidance of Mr. Ajit or any 

other person deputed by him to impart training to you and you will work in 
accordance with the directions given to you from time to time by the person 

under whom you may be directed to work. He will work weekday (Monday to 
Friday) for 5 hours and timing 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. 

During the training period, you will be governed by the rules of the company as 

are applicable to Trainees. 

 

Corporate Office:  
A-52 & A-43, Sector-16, 
Noida 201301 (U.P.) INDIA 
Tel : 0120-4646464 
Mobile : 09871055180 
Email : info@ducatindia.com 



     

 

 
 
ICG/2020/042                 25-May-20 

  

Ms Tanya, 

  

Subject – Internship for 2 months  

  

Dear Ms Tanya,  

  

In response to your interview, we are pleased to inform you that you are selected to 

join our organization for 2 months Internship with details as below:  

  

Position: Intern   

Department – Digital Marketing & social Media Management  

  

You will be working on projects for 2 working months on the project related to above 

mentioned Profile 

 

The certificate of completion will be issued. 

 

The training will be conducted for 3 days next week and you will be intimated soon. 

The Internship will start on 01.06.2020 

  

Thanking You.      

  

 

Dinesh Sharma 

(Chief Image Consultant) 

 

IMAGE  CONSULTING GROUP 
 

        Head Office: 310, D.L.F. Centre Point, Sector-11, Mathura Road, Faridabad, Haryana- 121006 (INDIA) 
                     (O): +91-129-4044778                                      (M): 9810731377, 9818023536 
                     Mail:  info@onesecondimpression.com            Web: www.onesecondimpression.com                 

 

mailto:info@onesecondimpression.com
http://www.topsurvey.in/
http://www.topsurvey.in/




 

 

 

Genuine Is Rare 

 

Dear Tripti Kumari, 

We are  pleased to inform your acceptance of an internship position in Digital 

Marketing (Pre Launch) Your first day of joining will be 23.04.2020. In addition to 

your duties outlined in the interview, you will report to the founders directly.  During your internship, you will have an access to company’s clients,concept and 
confidential information. You agree that you will keep all this information and client 

information strictly confidential and will not share it with anyone outside the 

company. You will not use it for your own benefits and on completion of the 

internship; you will return documents  of the company. 

Congratulations on the Internship! 

Best Regards, 

Eatler India The World’s First Transparent Eatery 

 

 

 

 



TO, 

Vanshika 

Re: Letter of Appointment 

                                                                                                                                                     May 28, 2020 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent 

discussions you have had with us. We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – MIS with 

effect from 15th June,2020.  

You will not be paid any compensation. 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the 

work which she assigns and delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required 

to work with the team TECH for the solar initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you 

will not, during or after your employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your 

best endeavours to prevent the publication or disclosure of) any trade secrets or other confidential 

information of or relating to the Company or any associated entities or any user of the Company’s 
services or any company, organization or business with which the Company is involved in any 

kind of business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of the 

Company or any associated entity or in respect of which the Company owes an obligation of 

confidence to any third party.    

You must not at any time remove from the Company’s premises any documents or items which 
belong to the Company or which contain any Confidential Information without proper advance 

authorization from your reporting manager.  

You must return to the Company upon request and, in any event, upon the termination of your 

employment, all documents, records and other papers (including copies and extracts), items and 

other property of whatsoever nature which belong to the Company or which contain or refer to 

any confidential information and which are in your possession or under your control.  

You must, if requested by the Company and, in any event, upon the termination of your 

employment, delete all confidential Information from any devices owned or controlled by you and 

destroy all other documents and tangible items which contain or refer to any confidential 

information and which are in your possession or under your control.  



You acknowledge that all IP Rights, inventions and all materials embodying them shall 

automatically belong to the Company to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

 

To the extent not vested in the Company by operation of law and upon creation or such rights and 

inventions, you hereby assign, transfer, grant, and otherwise convey absolutely, with full title 

guarantee, to the Company all of your entire right, title and interest in and to the Intellectual 

Property for the full term of such rights and all renewals and extensions, together with all accrued 

causes of action.  

 

You will do everything necessary or desirable at the Company’s expense to vest the Intellectual 
Property fully in the Company and/or to secure patent or appropriate forms of protection for the 

Intellectual Property. Decisions as to the protection or exploitation of any Intellectual Property 

shall be in the absolute discretion of the Company. You agree to give all necessary assistance, at 

the Company’s expense, to the Company to enable it to enforce its Intellectual Property Rights 
against third parties, to defend claims for infringement of third party Intellectual Property Rights 

and to apply for registration of Intellectual Property Rights, where appropriate throughout the 

world, and for the full term of those rights.  

 

The Company reserves the right to make reasonable changes to any of your terms and conditions 

of employment. Such changes will take effect upon written notification to you and those changes 

will be an addendum to this contract.  

In the event, that the Company suspects that you have committed misconduct or neglect of duties, 

the Company reserves the right to terminate the internship with/without cause and with/without 

a notice period. You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any 

other sum due to you, any sums which you may owe the Company including, without limitation, 

any over payments or loans made to you by the Company. This is without prejudice to any other 

remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums.  

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the 

terms and conditions set therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter 
by May 29th 2020. We look forward to working with you. 

 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

________________                                                                          __________________ 

Vanshika                                                                                                     Sweta Singh 

Date:                                                                                                           Human Resource Manager 

                                                                                                                     Date: 28/05/2020 



 

 

 

 

 

Date : 15-May-2020  

Name : Vineet Rana  

Location :Ghaziabad 

 
Dear  Vineet 

 
Subject : Internship for 2 months 

 
With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Web Development.  

 

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 25-May-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

 
As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates. 

• Passport size photographs. 

• No objection from College. (optional) 

• Address Proof. 

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy). 

 
You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

 
We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

 
Sincerely, 

  
 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Date : 15-May-2020  

Name : Vineet Rana  

Location :Ghaziabad 

 
Dear  Vineet 

 
Subject : Internship for 2 months 

 
With reference of your application and subsequent interview with us, we are pleased to offer you the position of an Intern and 

your working area and department is Digital Marketing and Web Development.  

 

We would expect you to join as early as possible but not later than 25-May-2020 beyond which the offer would stand withdrawn 

unless a new date is mutually agreed upon, and confirmed in writing. 

 
As the first step to joining, we would require you to kindly submit the following documents. 

• Copies of Educational Certificates. 

• Passport size photographs. 

• No objection from College. (optional) 

• Address Proof. 

• Identification Proof (Aadhar / Passport Copy). 

 
You are being offered the above position on the basis of authenticity of the information, preliminary documents (if any) 
provided/submitted by you about your education, experience etc. This offer letter (including the appointment, if made) can be 

withdrawn/terminated at any point in time (without any legal liability on the Company), if the information provided by you is/are 

found to be untrue/false. 

 
We are confident you will find this new opportunity both challenging and rewarding. We are excited to have you on board and 

wish you a great career ahead ! 

 
Sincerely, 

  
 

Yogendra Singh 

HR Manager 

Coracle Infotech India 
 



TO, 

Vivekanand Prasad 

Re: Letter of Appointment 

                                                                                                                                                     May 28, 2020 

This has reference to your application for the internship opportunity and the subsequent 

discussions you have had with us. We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern – Marketing 

Analysis and Digital Marketing with effect from 15th June,2020.  

You will not be paid any compensation. 

You will be reporting to Ms. Sweta Singh and will support her in her responsibilities and all the 

work which she assigns and delegates to you. As part of your engagement, you shall be required 

to work with the team MARKETING for the solar initiative. 

Except in the proper performance of your duties or as required in law, you undertake that you 

will not, during or after your employment, disclose or otherwise make use of (and shall use your 

best endeavours to prevent the publication or disclosure of) any trade secrets or other confidential 

information of or relating to the Company or any associated entities or any user of the Company’s 
services or any company, organization or business with which the Company is involved in any 

kind of business venture or partnership or any information concerning the business of the 

Company or any associated entity or in respect of which the Company owes an obligation of 

confidence to any third party.    

You must not at any time remove from the Company’s premises any documents or items which 

belong to the Company or which contain any Confidential Information without proper advance 

authorization from your reporting manager.  

You must return to the Company upon request and, in any event, upon the termination of your 

employment, all documents, records and other papers (including copies and extracts), items and 

other property of whatsoever nature which belong to the Company or which contain or refer to 

any confidential information and which are in your possession or under your control.  

You must, if requested by the Company and, in any event, upon the termination of your 

employment, delete all confidential Information from any devices owned or controlled by you and 

destroy all other documents and tangible items which contain or refer to any confidential 

information and which are in your possession or under your control.  



You acknowledge that all IP Rights, inventions and all materials embodying them shall 

automatically belong to the Company to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

 

To the extent not vested in the Company by operation of law and upon creation or such rights and 

inventions, you hereby assign, transfer, grant, and otherwise convey absolutely, with full title 

guarantee, to the Company all of your entire right, title and interest in and to the Intellectual 

Property for the full term of such rights and all renewals and extensions, together with all accrued 

causes of action.  

 

You will do everything necessary or desirable at the Company’s expense to vest the Intellectual 
Property fully in the Company and/or to secure patent or appropriate forms of protection for the 

Intellectual Property. Decisions as to the protection or exploitation of any Intellectual Property 

shall be in the absolute discretion of the Company. You agree to give all necessary assistance, at 

the Company’s expense, to the Company to enable it to enforce its Intellectual Property Rights 
against third parties, to defend claims for infringement of third party Intellectual Property Rights 

and to apply for registration of Intellectual Property Rights, where appropriate throughout the 

world, and for the full term of those rights.  

 

The Company reserves the right to make reasonable changes to any of your terms and conditions 

of employment. Such changes will take effect upon written notification to you and those changes 

will be an addendum to this contract.  

In the event, that the Company suspects that you have committed misconduct or neglect of duties, 

the Company reserves the right to terminate the internship with/without cause and with/without 

a notice period. You hereby authorize the Company to deduct from your salary/stipend or any 

other sum due to you, any sums which you may owe the Company including, without limitation, 

any over payments or loans made to you by the Company. This is without prejudice to any other 

remedies that the Company may have against you in respect of such sums.  

Please sign on the all pages of this letter to confirm your acceptance of the appointment and the 

terms and conditions set therein. You’re required to send us the scanned copy of the signed letter 
by May 29th 2020. We look forward to working with you. 

 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

________________                                                                          __________________ 

Vivekanand Prasad                                                                                   Sweta Singh 

Date:                                                                                                           Human Resource Manager 

                                                                                                                     Date: 28/05/2020 





Date: 15/6/2020

Receipt No: WTL/20-21/3848 Location:     NOIDA

Mr/ Ms (Full Name): NITIN BHALA Paid (INR):     499/-

Contact Number: 9803472389 Payment Mode: ONLINE

Emergency Contact No.: - Remarks: CC AVEN

Course Name: WEB DEVE USING PHP WITH MYSQL Reference No: 20200614120056

Mode of Training: ONLINE Particular: INSTALLMENT

Total Fees (INR): 999/- Pending Total Dues: NIL

Amount In Words FOUR HUNDRED NINTY NINE ONLY/-

DIVYA YADAV

Authorized Signatory

WebTek Labs Pvt.Ltd.

4,Lee Road ,Vaibhav ,5th Floor , Kolkata -700 020

BD-44, Sector -1, Salt Lake Kolkata -700 066

GSTIN NO : 19AAACW3564G2Z5
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